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Abstract

In this dissertation I present a theory of charitable fund-raising in which it is costly

to solicit donors. The second chapter shows how optimizing fund-raisers will affect

the equilibrium level of contributions, determine the set of givers, respond to gov-

ernment grants, and behave in the limit in replicator economies. The third chapter

characterizes optimal fund-raising when the fund-raiser learns to become a more effi-

cient solicitor through experience. This chapter also introduces a notion of excessive

fund-raising and it shows how this is affected by learning.
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1

Introduction

In the second chapter of this dissertation Huseyin Yildirim and I provide a full

characterization of the optimal solicitation strategy that maximizes donations net of

fundraising costs. Optimal fund-raising dictates that the fund-raiser targets only the

”net contributors” – those individuals whose equilibrium contributions exceed their

solicitation costs. This chapter shows that as the income inequality increases, so does

the level of the public good, despite a (potentially) non-monotonic fund-raising effort.

This implies that costly fund-raising can provide a novel explanation for the non-

neutrality of income redistributions and government grants often found in empirical

studies. This chapter also shows that in large economies, only the ”most willing”

donors are solicited; and the average donation converges to the solicitation cost of

these donors, which is strictly positive. The third chapter incorporates fund-raising

technology into the theory of charitable giving. It specifically considers the case

in which fund-raisers learn to become more efficient solicitors through fund-raising

experience. The optimal solicitation strategy identifies a fund-raiser incentive to

invest in learning in the form of soliciting some early donors who would give less

than their solicitation costs. By defining a notion of ”excessive” fund-raising, it is

1



shown that is higher under learning. This chapter also considers a cost structure

entailing overhead costs. It is shown that the public good provision is lower the

higher is the fixed cost despite an increase in fund-raising efforts as well as in gross

contributions.
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2

A Theory of Charitable Fund-raising with Costly
Solicitations

2.1 Introduction

Charitable fund-raising1 is a costly endeavor. Andreoni and Payne (2003) and An-

dreoni and Payne (2011) indicate that an average charity spends 5 to 25 percent

of its donations on fund-raising activities, including direct mailing, telemarketing,

face-to-face solicitations, and staffing.2 For instance, every year more than 115,000

nonprofit organizations hire fund-raising staff and consultants, paying them 2 billion

dollars Kelly (1998).3 It is thus strongly believed that both donors and charities

dislike fund-raising, but view it to be a “necessary evil” for the greater good: fund-

raising diverts resources away from charitable services while informing, or otherwise

1 Charitable sector is a significant part of the U.S. economy. For instance, in 2008, total donations
amounted to $307 billion. $229 billion of this total came from individuals, corresponding to 1.61%
GDP (Giving USA, 2009). See Andreoni (2006b) and List (2011) for an overview of this sector and
the literature.

2 Various watchdog groups such as BBB Wise Giving Alliance and Charity Navigator regularly
post these cost-to-donation percentages for thousands of charities in the U.S. They often recommend
a benchmark of 30-35 percent for a well-run charity.

3 The estimated number of paid workers employed by nonprofits organizations in 2004 was 9.4
million, which is more than 7% of the U.S. workforce (Sherlock and Gravelle, 2009).
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persuading, donors of the cause and fund-drive. Despite its significance, however,

fund-raising cost has not been fully incorporated into the theory of charitable giv-

ing. This is the gap we aim to fill in this paper, and in doing so offer a new (and

complementary) theory of charitable fund-raising.

Our formal setup adds an “active” fund-raiser to the “standard” model of giving

in which donors care only about their private consumptions and the total supply

of the public good.4 In particular, unlike the standard model, we assume that each

donor becomes aware of the charitable fund-drive only if solicited by the fund-raiser.5

The solicitation is, however, costly. Our first observation is that the charity will

contact an individual if he is expected to give more than his respective solicitation

cost, or become a “net contributor” in equilibrium. We then show that identifying

these net contributors in our model is equivalent to identifying the contributors in

the standard model (without fund-raising cost) except that each donor’s wealth is

reduced by his solicitation cost. This important equivalence allows us to appeal

to Andreoni and McGuire’s (1993) elegant algorithm to solve for the latter. Our

characterization of the optimal fund-raising strategy is simple because it does not

require any equilibrium computation. More importantly, it pinpoints the exact set

of donors to be targeted based on their preferences, incomes, and solicitation costs.6

Using our characterization, we next address two policy-related issues, one about

income redistribution and the other about government grants. When individuals

differ only in their incomes, we show that the fund-raising strategy reduces to as-

4 See, e.g., Warr (1983),Roberts (1987), Bergstrom et al. (1986), and Andreoni (1988).

5 In addition, donors and fundraisers often report that one of the most effective fundraising
techniques is directly asking people. See Andreoni (2006b) for a discussion; and Yörük (2009), and
Meer and Rosen (2011) for empirical evidence.

6 This is consistent with the fact that fundraising professionals often recommend a careful study
of donor base for an effective campaign (Kelly 1998). For instance, several software companies
such as DonorPerfect (www.donorperfect.com), DonorSearch (http://donorsearch.net), and Target
Analytics (www.blackbaud.com/targetanalytics) compile donor databases and sell them to charities
along with programs to identify the prospect donors.
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signing each individual a cutoff cost of solicitation that depends on the incomes of

others richer than him. Intuitively, with only the income heterogeneity, the charity

considers contacting first the richest donor; and once this donor is in the “game”, the

charity becomes more conservative about contacting the second richest donor due to

the free-riding incentive, which depends on their income difference. Iteratively ap-

plied, this logic implies that unlike the well-known neutrality result predicted by the

standard theory (e.g., Warr (1983), and Bergstrom et al. (1986), an income redistri-

bution is likely to affect the fund-raising strategy and thus the provision of the public

good. In particular, as the income distribution becomes more unequal in the sense of

Lorenz dominance (defined below), we find that the level of the public good strictly

increases in the presence of costly fund-raising despite a non-monotonic fund-raising

effort. Such non-neutrality of the public good provision also manifests itself in re-

sponse to a government grant to the charity. We show that a more generous grant

partially crowds out fund-raising effort, leaving some donations unrealized, as well

as reducing the amount of the realized donations. The importance of this additional

fund-raising channel for crowding-out has been recently evidenced by Andreoni and

Payne (2003) and Andreoni and Payne (2011).

Given that many charities have a large donor base, we also investigate optimal

fund-raising in replica economies. We show that in a sufficiently large economy, only

the donors who like the public good “the most” are contacted, whose identity jointly

depends on preference, income, and solicitation cost. Thus, even in a large economy,

it is not necessarily the highest income and/or the lowest solicitation cost donors

who will be contacted; rather it is a combination of all the three attributes that will

define the fund-raiser’s strategy. In particular, while the public good level (net of

fund-raising costs) converges to a finite level, the average donation converges to the

respective solicitation cost, which, unlike in the standard model, is strictly positive.

Aside from the papers mentioned above, our work relates to a relatively small
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theoretical literature on strategic fund-raising as a means of: providing prestige to

donors (Glazer and Konrad (1996), Harbaugh (1998), and Romano and Yildirim

(2001), signaling the project quality Vesterlund (2003), and Andreoni (2006a)), and

organizing lotteries Morgan (2000). Our work is more closely related to the models of

strategic fund-raising to overcome zero-contribution equilibrium under a non-convex

production either by securing seed money Andreoni (1998), or by collecting donations

in piece-meals Marx and Matthews (2000). None of these papers, however, consider

endogenous, costly solicitations.

Our work is most closely related to Rose-Ackerman (1982) and Andreoni and

Payne (2003). Rose-Ackerman is the first to build a model of costly fund-raising in

which donors, as in ours, are unaware of a charity until they receive a solicitation

letter. She, however, does not construct donors’ responses from an equilibrium play.

Andreoni and Payne (2003) endogenize both the fund-raiser and donors’ responses

as in our model, but they view solicitation letters to be randomly distributed. Their

main theoretical result is that a government grant may discourage fund-raising, which

is in line with one of our results. Unlike them, we fully characterize the optimal strat-

egy that involves targeted solicitations, and provide a richer set of results, regarding

the non-neutrality and large economies.

In addition to the theoretical literature, there is a more extensive empirical and

experimental literature on charitable giving, which we will refer to as our analysis

progresses below. For recent surveys of the literature, see the reviews by Andreoni

(2006b) and List (2011).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we set up the

basic model. In Section 3, we characterize the optimal fund-raising strategy as a

modified Andreoni-McGuire algorithm. In Sections 4 and 5, we consider income dis-

tributions and government grants, respectively. We examine large replica economies

in Section 6. We present the extensions in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.
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2.2 Model

Our basic setup extends the standard model for private provision of public goods

(e.g., Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian 1986), which we briefly review before introduc-

ing fund-raising costs.

Standard Model. There is a set of individuals, N � t1, ..., nu, who each allo-

cates his wealth, wi ¡ 0, between a private good consumption, xi ¥ 0, and a gift to

the public good or charity, gi ¥ 0. Units are normalized so that xi�gi � wi. Letting

G �
°
iPN gi be the supply of the public good, individual i’s preference is represented

by the utility function uipxi, Gq, which is strictly increasing, strictly quasi-concave,

and twice differentiable. Individual i’s (Marshallian) demand for the public good, de-

noted by fipwq, satisfies the strict normality: 0   f 1ipwq ¤ θ   1 for some parameter

θ.7 The equilibrium gifts, tg�1 , ..., g
�
nu, are made simultaneously (without observing

others); and under strict normality, there is a unique Nash equilibrium. We further

assume that fip0q � 0 for all i so that G� ¡ 0.

Costly Fund-raising. Since everyone is already in the “contribution game”,

there is no role for (strategic) fund-raising in the standard model.8. Similar to Rose-

Ackerman (1982), and Andreoni and Payne (2003), we assume that person i enters

the game and considers giving only if solicited by the fund-raiser.9 Doing so, however,

costs ci ¡ 0 to the fund-raiser in the form of telemarketing, direct mails, or door-to-

7 The existence of parameter θ is not essential to our analysis but eases it by ensuring a finite
G0
i below. It is also commonly assumed in the literature (e.g., Andreoni 1988; Fries, Golding, and

Romano 1991).

8 Alternatively, absent fund-raising costs, the fund-raiser would trivially ask everyone for donations
since the equilibrium provision can never decrease by including a new donor (Andreoni and McGuire
(1993))

9 We envision that the charity organizes occasional fund-raising campaigns, and a solicitation,
much like advertising, informs the donor of the current one. Alternatively, the donor may pro-
crastinate in giving (O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999)), and this procrastination is minimized by the
fund-raiser’s asking. See Yörük (2009), and Meer and Rosen (2011) for evidence on “the power of
asking”. We, however, do not allow the fund-raiser to “pressure” people to give. In particular, a
solicited person can choose not to give, though this is unlikely to occur in equilibrium.
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door visits.10 Consider first person i’s solo decision to cover the entire fund-raising

cost, C. Note that person i would receive utility uipwi, 0q, if he contributed nothing.

Otherwise, he would have to choose gi ¥ C to maximize uipwi � gi, gi � Cq. Let

Vipwi � Cq be i’s indirect utility in the latter case, which is increasing in the (net)

income. For C � 0, clearly Vipwiq ¡ uipwi, 0q because fipwiq ¡ 0, whereas for C � wi,

we have Vip0q ¤ uipwi, 0q. Hence, there is a unique cutoff cost, pCi P p0, wis such that

when alone, person i would consume some public good if and only if C   pCi.11For

simplicity, we assume that ci is not too large; in particular ci   pCi
Let F � N be the set of donors contacted by the fund-raiser, or the fund-

raiser set. In the basic model, we assume that the fund-raiser set is commonly

known by the contacted donors, though we relax this assumption in Section 3.2.12

As in the standard setup, let g�i pF q be donor i’s equilibrium gift engendered by the

simultaneous play in F . Then, the total fund-raising cost and the gross donations are

defined, respectively, by CpF q �
°
iPF ci and G�pF q �

°
iPF g

�
i pF q, where Cp∅q � 0

and g�i p∅q � 0 by convention.13 The charity chooses F that maximizes the supply

of the public good (or net revenues):

G
�
pF q � max tG�pF q � CpF q, 0u . (2.1)

Eq. (2.1) implies that if insufficient funds are received to cover the cost, then no

public good is provided.14 We assume that when indifferent between two sets, the

10 While, to break the fund-raiser’s indifference, we do not allow for ci � 0 (e.g., a repeat donor),
our results do extend to this possibility up to a trivial non-uniqueness in the fundraiser’s strategy.

11 For the CES utility: ui � pxρii � pGqρiq1{ρi , with ρi   1, it is easily verified that pCi � r1 �

p1{2q
1�ρi
ρi swi for ρi P p0, 1q, and pCi � wi for ρi ¤ 0 (including the Cobb-Douglas specification at

ρi � 0).

12 The fact that prior to giving, donors may know the fund-raiser set is not completely unrealistic.
For instance, universities often organize alumni re-unions and fund-raising events where contacted
donors meet each other.

13 In the next chapter we include a fixed setup cost of fund-raising

14 We assume that donations are not refunded in the case of a failed fundraising, or they are used
for other causes that donors do not care about.

8



charity strictly prefers the one with the lower fund-raising cost. Our solution concept

is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

2.3 Optimal Fund-raising

2.3.1 Characterization

When fund-raising entails significant costs, a carefully planned strategy of who to

ask for donations seems to be of utmost importance both to control the expenses

and to encourage giving. We illustrate this point with a numerical example, which

also motivates our subsequent analysis.

Example 1. Let N � t1, 2, 3u and ui � x1�αi pGqα, with α � 0.3. Indi-

viduals’ wealth and solicitation costs are such that pw1, w2, w3q � p18, 18, 20q and

pc1, c2, c3q � p0.01, 4, 6.9q. The following table reports donor equilibrium, and high-

lights the optimal fund-raiser set.

Table 2.1: Donor Equilibrium for each Fund-raiser Set

F g�1 pF q g�2 pF q g�3 pF q G�pF q CpF q G
�
pF q

t1u 5.41 � � 5.41 0.01 5.40
t2u � 8.2 � 8.2 4 4.2
t3u � � 10.83 10.83 6.9 3.93
t1,2u 4.83 4.83 � 9.66 4.01 5.65
t1, 3u 5.20 � 7.20 12.40 6.91 5.49
t2, 3u � 6.84 8.84 15.68 10.9 4.78
t1, 2, 3u 4.85 4.85 6.85 16.55 10.91 5.64

Table 2.1 reveals that it is optimal to contact only the donors 1 and 2. Donor 3

is not included in the set because of his high solicitation cost even though he would

give the most. It also reveals that with the optimal solicitations, the C{G ratio is

41%, which is not the lowest. Finally, it is clear that even with three donors, a direct

approach to identifying the optimal fund-raiser set promises to be computationally

9



demanding. In the next section, we make some key observations about the optimal

fund-raising strategy and derive a simple algorithm to find it.

Our first observation is that although donors may end up contributing nothing for

an arbitrary fund-raiser set, the same cannot happen if the set is optimally chosen.15

Observation. In a fund-raising equilibrium, F o � ∅ if and only if G
�
pF oq ¡ 0.

Thus, in a world of complete information, an optimizing charity would never start

fund-raising if it did not expect that donations would exceed the cost. This means

that in our model, the charity can fail to provide the public good despite fund-raising

only because it suboptimally sets the fund-raising strategy.16

While enlightening, the previous observation does not inform us about the com-

position of individual contributions. As hinted by Example 1, the optimal fund-raiser

set is likely to depend on this composition. The following result offers some significant

insights in this direction.

Lemma 1. If F o � ∅, then it is unique and exactly identified by these two conditions:

(C1) every individual i in F o is a “net contributor” in the sense that g�i pF
oq�ci ¡ 0;

and

(C2) any individual i outside F o would be a “net free-rider” if added to F o, in the

sense that g�i pF
o Y tiuq � ci ¤ 0.

Lemma 1 indicates that the charity will contact person i if he is expected to

give more than his own cost in equilibrium. As such, the charity classifies donors

15 In our model the fundraising cost introduces a threshold to the public good provision as in
Andreoni (1998). Unlike his model, however, the provision point in ours will be endogenous to
fundraising strategy as opposed to being a capital requirement.

16 As noted in the Introduction, charities spend billions of dollars on professional fundraisers to pre-
sumably have a well-planned fund-drive. For instance, the Association of Fundraising Professionals
(AFP) represent 30,000 such fundraisers.

10



as net contributors and net free-riders with respect to their solicitation costs even

though there is no explicit cost-sharing agreement among them. The equilibrium

gifts exhibit some (implicit) cost-sharing due simply to the charity’s decision of who

to solicit. Note, however, that net contributors and net free-riders are defined in

equilibrium. Thus, if the fund-drive is expected to be too costly, it is possible that

donors give nothing, and in turn no fund-drive begins, F o � ∅.17

Lemma 1 essentially offers an algorithm to determine the optimal set. Consider

Table 1 above. We see that F o � t1u because if included in this set, person 2 would

also be a net contributor (4.83 � 4 ¡ 0). F o � t1, 2, 3u either; because person 3

would be a net free-rider (6.85� 6.9 ¤ 0). As a result, F o � t1, 2u.

Nevertheless, Lemma 1 is not a full characterization of the optimal strategy be-

cause it involves equilibrium choices. It does, however, point out that the optimal

strategy should exactly identify the set of net contributors, or equivalently the set of

net free-riders. A similar identification problem would arise in the standard model

if one were to detect the (pure) free-riders. For that case, Andreoni and McGuire

(1993) offer an elegant algorithm that does not require equilibrium calculation for

each subset of donors. Although our point of investigation here is very different from

theirs, we draw a connection owing to Lemma 1.

When finding the optimal set, it is clear from Lemma 1 that the fund-raiser can

imagine each individual i tentatively paying for ci. Then, the optimal set problem

reduces to “identifying the net free-riders” with the residual incomes, wi � ci, by

using Andreoni and McGuire algorithm.18 Let G0
i ¡ 0 be the “drop-out” level of the

public good for person i, which, given that 0   f 1i ¤ θ   1 and fip0q � 0, uniquely

17 This is simply the subgame perfection argument. Some fundraising may never start because,
given the cost, the fundraiser believes the donors would play the zero equilibrium. In fact, given
our convention that g�i p∅q � 0, Proposition 2 is also consistent with F o � ∅: C1 would trivially
hold while C2 would imply that everyone would be a net free-rider, resulting in F o � ∅.

18 Note that wi � ci ¡ 0 because, by assumption, ci   pCi. In general, any donor with wi � ci ¤ 0
would automatically be excluded from the fundraiser set.

11



solves

fipwi � ci �G0
i q � G0

i . (2.2)

One interpretation of G0
i in our context is that person i becomes a net contributor

if and only if the sum of others’ net contributions stays below G0
i . Without loss

of generality, index individuals in a descending order of their dropout levels: G0
1 ¥

G0
2 ¥ ... ¥ G0

n. Next, define

ΦipGq �
i̧

j�1

pφjpGq �Gq �G,

where φj � f�1
j (inverse demand), φ1j ¡ 1, and thus Φ1

ipGq ¡ 0. The following result

fully characterizes the optimal fund-raising strategy.

Proposition 1. Define ∆i � ΦipG
0
i q �

°i
j�1pwj � cjq. Then, we have ∆1 ¥ ∆2 ¥

... ¥ ∆n, with ∆1 ¡ 0. Moreover, letting k P N be the largest number such that

∆k ¡ 0, the optimal fund-raiser set is F o � t1, ..., ku. This set generates the public

good, G
�
� Φ�1

k p
°k
j�1pwj � cjqq.

To understand how the optimal strategy works, note that ∆i can be interpreted

as a measure of person i’s incentive to pay for his solicitation cost. In particular,

as in Bergstrom et al. (1986), ΦipGq is the minimum level of total wealth needed to

sustain public good G as an equilibrium among agents, 1, ..., i. This means that if

the actual total wealth available to these agents is strictly less than ΦipG
0
i q, namely

∆i ¡ 0, then the dropout value of person i, G0
i , cannot be reached, making him a

net contributor and thus a candidate for the fund-raiser set. Given Φ1
ipGq ¡ 0 by the

strict normality, these incentives are monotonic in that ∆i ¥ ∆i�1, and therefore,

the fund-raiser considers the largest set of individuals with a positive incentive. This

set will, however, be optimal if, given the total fund-raising cost,
°k
j�1 cj, incurred,

each individual decides to contribute rather than consume only the private good;

12



i.e., if, in equilibrium, his net cost,
°k
j�1 cj � G�

�i, is strictly less than his cutoff,

pCi. Since everyone else in the set is expected to give more than his solicitation cost,

this net cost cannot exceed one’s own cost, which, by Assumption, is less than his

cutoff, pCi. As a point of reference, it is worth observing that if the charity could force

each contacted donor to at least pay for his solicitation cost, then there would be no

incentive constraint, ∆k ¡ 0, because no donor would be able to give less than his

cost. This means that providing donors with the incentives to be net contributors is

the reason why some in the population may not be solicited in our model.

The optimal fund-raising strategy in Proposition 1 is easy to apply given that it

does not require any equilibrium computation. Moreover, it ends in at most n steps,

which is often much smaller than the number of all donor subsets, 2n�1. Re-consider

Example 1 above. From eq.(2.2), it is easily verified that G0
1 � 7.71, G0

2 � 6.0, and

G0
3 � 5.61. Using these, we find that ∆1 � 7.71, ∆2 � 2.01, and ∆3 � �.17, which

implies that F o � t1, 2u, as previously observed.

The optimal fund-raising strategy also has some intuitive comparative statics.

Since eq.(2.2) implies that all else equal, G0
i is higher (1) the richer the person; (2)

the greater his demand for the public good;19 and/or (3) the lower his solicitation

cost, the fund-raiser is more likely to contact such a person. This is consistent with

the anecdotal evidence that schools often exclusively solicit alumnus and parents;

religious organizations first target their members; and health charities primarily ask

former patients and their families for donations.

Proposition 1 also raises an interesting fund-raising question when donors’ prefer-

ences and incomes are negatively correlated. Consider, for instance, two individuals,

a and b, with the Cobb-Douglas utilities, and let the solicitation cost be c for each.

Then, G0
i � βipwi � cq where βi �

αi
1�αi

. Suppose that βa ¡ βb but wa   wb  
βa
βb
wa.

19 Formally, person i has a greater demand for the public good than j if fipwq ¥ fjpwq for all
w ¡ 0.
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It can be verified that there is some c� ¡ 0 such that G0
a ¡ G0

b for c   c�, and

G0
a   G0

b for c ¡ c�. That is, while for small costs, the higher preference individual

is more likely to be solicited than the richer one, the order switches for large costs.

The reason is that the fund-raising cost has a direct income effect, which is larger

for the higher preference individual.

2.3.2 Unobservability of the Fund-raiser Set

While our assumption that the fund-raiser set is observable to donors is reasonable

in some settings, it may be less so in others. In particular, it may be difficult or

infeasible for donors to monitor the charity’s solicitations, in which case they can

only hold beliefs about them. Given the unique optimal set F o, one natural belief

system is as follows: if a donor in F o is contacted, he learns about the fund-drive

and believes that the rest of F o will also be contacted, whereas if a donor outside

F o is contacted, he attributes this to a mistake and believes that he is the only

one contacted besides F o.20 Under these beliefs, the following result shows that the

unobservability of the fund-raiser set is of no consequence in equilibrium.

Proposition 2. Suppose that the fund-raiser set is unobservable to donors. Then,

under the beliefs described above, F o is sustained as a perfect Bayesian equilibrium.

Proposition 2 mainly obtains from Lemma 1, and says that the fund-raiser does

not necessarily have a commitment problem about its targeting strategy.

Armed with the optimal fund-raiser behavior, we next address two policy-related

issues, the first one being the role of an income redistribution.

20 These beliefs are similar to “passive” beliefs often used in bilateral contracting in which one
party privately contracts with several others (e.g., Cremer and Riordan (1987);McAfee and Schwartz
(1994)). One justification for such beliefs in our context is that the fund-raiser assigns a different
staff member to contact different donors so that mistakes are perceived to be uncorrelated.
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2.4 Income Redistribution and Non-neutrality

Suppose that individuals differ only in incomes, namely ci � c and ui � u. Without

loss of generality, rank incomes as w1 ¥ w2 ¥ .. ¥ wn, which, from eq.(2.2), implies

that G0
1 ¥ G0

2 ¥ ... ¥ G0
n. Applying Proposition 1, the fund-raising strategy then

simplifies to a cutoff solicitation cost for each donor.

Lemma 2. Let φpGq � φpGq �G, and donor i’s cost cutoff be given by

ci � wi � φp
i̧

j�1

pwj � wiqq. (2.3)

Then, c1 ¥ c2 ¥ ... ¥ cn, and F o � ti P N |c   ciu.

In general, since φ
1
pGq ¡ 0 by the strict normality, the cutoff cost in (2.3) is

strictly less than one’s income except for the richest; and the gap increases for lower

income individuals.21 The reason is that for a given c, the charity first contacts

the richest person, and upon informing him of the fund-drive, the charity becomes

more conservative in contacting the second richest person to alleviate the free-rider

problem, which is a function of their wealth difference. Applied iteratively, this logic

explains why person i’s cutoff in (2.3) is decreasing in the sum of wealth differences

between him and the wealthier others. One important implication of this observation

is that a redistribution of income is likely to affect the fund-raising strategy and thus

the equilibrium provision of the public good.

As first observed by Warr (1983), if the set of contributors and their total wealth

do not change by an income redistribution, then neither does the level of the public

good in the standard model of giving.22 This striking theoretical prediction has,

21 In fact, ci   0 is possible and signifies that i would contribute nothing if solicited.

22 Subsequent work showed the robustness of this result with varying generality. See, e.g.,
Bergstrom et al. (1986), Bernheim (1986), Roberts (1987), Andreoni (1988), and Sandler and
Posnett (1991).
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however, been at odds with empirical evidence on private charity.23 As such, several

researchers have modified the standard model, but these modifications have been

mostly confined to the donor side – the most prominent one being “warm-glow” giving

in which people also receive a direct benefit from contributing (see Section 2.7.1).24

Here, we show that costly fund-raising can provide a complementary explanation as

to the endemic breakdown of neutrality.

To develop some intuition, suppose that individuals have identical Cobb-Douglas

preferences: ui � x1�αi G
α
, and consider these two income distributions: w1 �

pw,w, ..., wq and w2 � pε�npw�εq, ε, ..., εq, with 1{r1�α{pnp1�αqqs   ε{w   1. It

is readily verified that in the standard model, all individuals contribute under both

income distributions and thus in equilibrium, G�1 � G�2 ¡ 0. This neutrality result

should extend to costly fund-raising as long as c is small so that everyone is still

contacted. For a sufficiently large c, however, the fund-raising strategy, and thus the

public good provision, is likely to be affected by the income distribution. For instance,

when ε   c   w, it is clear that whereas everyone is contacted under the egalitarian

income distribution, w1, only the richest individual is contacted under the unequal in-

come distribution, w2. This means that although there are more contributors under

w1, there are also more fund-raising expenses. Trivial algebra shows that equilibrium

public good levels are given respectively by G
�1
� rnα{pnp1 � αq � αqspw � cq and

G
�2
� αpε�npw� εq� cq, and comparing them reveals G

�1
  G

�2
. Note also that if

the fund-raising were even costlier, w ¤ c   ε�npw�εq, then the fund-raising effort

would be reversed: no individual would be solicited under w1, whereas the richest

person under w2 would still be solicited. Nevertheless, the public good provision

would again imply that 0 � G
�1
  G

�2
. Of course, if c ¥ ε � npw � εq, then no

23 See, e.g., Clotfelter (1985), Kingma (1989),Steinberg (2007), Brunner (1997), and Ribar and
Wilhelm (2002).

24 See, e.g., Cornes and Sandler (1984), Steinberg (1987), and Andreoni (1989).
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fund-raising takes place in either case.

Overall, it seems that when fund-raising cost is significant, the neutrality result

is unlikely to hold. It also seems that while the equilibrium number of solicitations

responds non-monotonically to a more unequal distribution of income, the public

good provision will always increase. To prove these observations generally, we employ

the well-known concept of Lorenz dominance for income inequality (e.g., Atkinson

1970).

Definition 1. (Lorenz Dominance) Let w � pw1, w2, ..., wnq be a vector of incomes

whose elements are indexed in a descending order, and define Lipwq �
°i
j�1wj.

Consider two income vectors w1 � w2 such that Lnpw
1q � Lnpw

2q. It is said that w2

is more unequal than w1, if w1 Lorenz dominates w2, i.e., Lipw
2q ¡ Lipw

1q for all

i   n.

Intuitively, an income distribution w2 is more unequal than w1 if the total income

is more concentrated in the hands of the few. In particular, the egalitarian income

distribution Lorenz dominates all the others, whereas a perfectly unequal income

distribution in which one person possesses all the wealth is dominated by all the

others. Based on this inequality concept, we reach,

Proposition 3. Let w1 � w2 be two income vectors such that w2 is more unequal

than w1 in the sense of Lorenz. Moreover, suppose that with the standard model,

every person is a contributor under both w1 and w2 so that G�1 � G�2 ¡ 0. Then,

G
�1
� G

�2
¡ 0 for c P r0, c2nq, and G

�1
  G

�2
for c P rc2n, c

2
1q. For c ¥ c21, no

fund-raising takes place, yielding G
�1
� G

�2
� 0.

Proposition 3 generalizes our intuition from the above discussion. For a suffi-

ciently small cost of fund-raising, every donor is solicited regardless of the income

redistribution, resulting in the same level of the public good. When the cost is signif-

icant, however, the fund-raising strategy, and the level of public good, are influenced
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by the income redistribution. In particular, a more unequal income distribution pro-

duces a higher level of the public good. Note from (2.3) that the interval rc2n, c
2
1q is

likely to be wide because c21 � w2
1, and c2n can be much smaller than w2

n.25

To illustrate Proposition 3 and the non-monotonicity of the fund-raising strategy,

we present the following example.

Example 2. Let N � t1, 2, ..., 10u and ui � x1�αi pGqα, with α � 0.3. Table

2 below records three income distributions, w1, w2, and w3. It is easy to verify

that average income in each case is 19.27, and Lipw
1q ¡ Lipw

2q ¡ Lipw
3q for all

i. Thus, w1 and w3 exhibit the least and the most inequality, respectively. Using

(3.2cutoff solicitation cost for each donor under these income distributions.

Table 2.2: Solicitation Cost and Non-Monotone Fund-raising

Donor i w1
i w2

i w3
i c1i c2i c3i

1 20.8 21.2 23.5 20.8 21.2 23.5
2 20 19.8 20.97 18.13 16.53 15.07
3 19.8 19.7 18.7 17 15.97 2.2
4 19.7 19.7 18.55 16.2 15.97 1
5 19.5 19.5 18.5 14.13 13.9 0.49
6 18.7 18.65 18.5 4 3.13 0.49
7 18.55 18.58 18.5 1.75 2.08 0.49
8 18.55 18.57 18.5 1.75 1.91 0.49
9 18.55 18.5 18.49 1.75 0.53 0.29
10 18.55 18.5 18.49 1.75 0.53 0.29

From Table 2.2, note first that for a solicitation cost, c ¤ .29, all donors are

called upon regardless of the income distribution, which implies the neutrality: G
�1
�

G
�2
� G

�3
, as it should. Second, for 1.75   c   1.91, the fund-raising set is non-

monotonic in income inequality because clearly, F �1 � t1, 2, ..., 6u, F �2 � t1, 2, ..., 8u,

25 For instance, in the numerical example above, if solicitation costs were taken equal, then 90 and
2.3 would be the respective cutoffs for the incomes, 90 and 87.
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and F �3 � t1, 2, 3u, revealing that F �3 � F �1 � F �2. Nevertheless, the monotonicity

in public good provision holds: G
�1
  G

�2
  G

�3
, as predicted by Proposition 3. For

instance, for c � 1.8, we have G
�1
� 7.180, G

�2
� 7.185, and G

�3
� 7.220.

We should point out that strategic costly fund-raising offers a complementary

explanation for the non-neutrality to those identified in the literature. In particular,

as with Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian (1986), we draw attention to the endogenous

nature of the contributor set to the income distribution; but unlike in their study

of the standard model, the contributor set in ours is optimally chosen by the fund-

raiser. This means, for instance, that the non-contributors in our model are not

necessarily pure free-riders; rather they are not asked for donations due to solicitation

costs. We should also point out that in their Theorem 1d, Bergstrom, Blume, and

Varian also observe that “Equalizing income redistributions that involve any transfers

from contributors to non-contributors will decrease the equilibrium supply of the

public good.”26 However, as is clear from Proposition 3, under strategic costly fund-

raising, the non-neutrality exists even when everyone remains a contributor under

both income distributions in the standard model.

2.5 Government Grants

A long-standing policy question in public economics is that if the government gives

a grant to a charity, to what degree will it displace private giving? While, in light of

the neutrality result, the standard model of giving predicts a complete (dollar-for-

dollar) crowding out, there is overwhelming evidence that this is not the case. The

empirical studies have, for the most part, attributed any crowding-out to the donors’

responses. Recently however, Andreoni and Payne (2003, 2011) have empirically

showed that a significant part of the crowding out can be explained by reduced fund-

26 Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian use direct transfers among donors, but it is well-known that such
Daltonian transfers are equivalent to Lorenz dominance (Atkinson (1970)).
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raising. By simply modifying our model, we can theoretically support their findings.

Let R ¡ 0 be the amount of the government grant, and F o
R and F o

0 denote the optimal

fund-raiser sets with and without the grant, respectively.

Proposition 4. Suppose that, without a grant, some public good is provided, i.e.,

G
�

0 ¡ 0. Then, with the grant, donor i is solicited if and only if ∆i ¡ R. Moreover,

(a) there is less fund-raising with the grant, i.e., F o
R � F o

0 ;

(b) each donor gives strictly less with the grant, i.e., g�i pF
o
Rq   g�i pF

o
0 q for i P F o

R;

(c) private giving is partially crowded out, i.e., G
�
pF o

Rq   R�G
�
pF o

0 q, but G
�
pF o

Rq ¡

G
�
pF o

0 q.

Since a government grant directly enters into public good production, part (a)

implies that the charity optimally solicits fewer donors. Under a linear production,

this reduced fund-raising is, however, not because the charity has diminishing returns

to funds, but because it anticipates that donors will be less willing to give, as reflected

by the optimal strategy. While, all else equal, cutting back fund-raising increases

the public good provision by cutting costs, it also leaves some donations unrealized.

Moreover, despite a smaller fund-raiser set, and thus less severe free-riding, with the

grant, part (b) indicates that each contacted donor gives strictly less than he would

without the grant. This is due to diminishing marginal utility from the grant that

simply overwhelms the small group effect. Part (c) shows that the two effects of a

government grant, namely lower fund-raising and fewer donations, never neutralize

its direct production effect on the public good. That is, the crowding-out is partial

because of both the fund-raiser’s and the donors’ behavioral responses.27

27 Note that Proposition 4 ignores the financing issue of the government grant and thus may be
underestimating the crowding out. In particular, having a reduced wealth wi� ti by a tax ti toward
the grant, person i would have a lower G0

i , which would, in turn, lead to less fund-raising and a
lower equilibrium gift than without taxation. Note also that any cost of receiving the grant by the
fund-raiser could be absorbed by R.
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2.6 Large Replica Economies

Many charities have access to a large donor base. In particular, the advent of in-

formation technology has helped fund-raisers to better search and locate prospect

donors. To understand fund-raising behavior in large economies, we consider a sim-

ple replica-economy in which there are r donors of each type represented by the triple

pui, wi, ciq, resulting in the drop-out value G0
i from (2.2). The following result is the

main finding in this section.

Proposition 5. Suppose G0
1 ¡ G0

2 ¡ ... ¡ G0
n ¡ 0. Then

(a) there are some replicas rn ¤ ... ¤ r2   8 such that type-i donors are not solicited

in any r ¥ ri replica economy.

(b) As r Ñ 8, only type-1 donors are solicited, in which case each donation converges

to the solicitation cost, c1, but the public good level approaches to G0
1.

Proposition 5 says that except for the most willing type, there is a large enough

replication of the economy in which no other type is solicited. The reason is that

as the economy is replicated, the higher types replace the lower ones in net con-

tributions. Proposition 5 also says that in the limit, each donation from a type-1

person converges to his respective solicitation cost. While this means that the net

contribution is approximately zero, the level of the public good approaches to a finite

level G0
1. Note that even in the limit, it is not the lowest cost and/or highest income

donors who are solicited; rather it is a combination of all the three attributes that

determine the highest type.

Within the standard model, Andreoni (1988) finds that, all else equal, in large

economies, only the richest agents contribute and others free ride. Andreoni also

finds that the average contribution decreases to zero.28 With costly fund-raising, our

28 See also Fries et al. (1991) for a characterization of large economies under the standard model.
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result suggests that only the richest agents contribute because they will be the only

ones to be solicited in large economies. Moreover, the average donation converges to

the solicitation cost, which is strictly positive.

2.7 Extensions

In this section, we briefly discuss three extensions: (A) warm-glow giving, (B) fund-

raising with income uncertainty, and (C) “learning-by-fundraising”. Many technical

details are relegated to the online appendix.

2.7.1 Warm-Glow Giving

It is well-documented in the literature that a model of warm-glow giving in which

individuals also receive a private benefit from contributing explains the data bet-

ter than the purely altruistic model employed so far. Our results, however, easily

generalize to such added realism. Following Andreoni (1989), let ui � uipxi, G, giq

be person i’s utility function, which is increasing and strictly quasi-concave. In the

absence of fund-raising costs, the Nash supply of person i’s gift can be written:

gi � maxt pfipwi � G�i, G�iq � G�i, 0u, where partial derivatives satisfy 0   pfi1   1

and pfi2 ¥ 0 by normality of goods. If, in addition, 0   pfi1 � pfi2 ¤ θ   1, then

a unique Nash equilibrium obtains. Note that for pfi2 � 0, the warm-glow model

reduces to the standard model.

Building on Andreoni’s characterization, we define the inverse Nash supply, pφipG,wiq
such that pfipwi � pφi, pφiq � G. It is readily verified that pφi1 ¡ 1 and �1 ¤ pφi2   0.

Analogous to Φi above, we also define pΦipG,wq �
°i
j�1p

pφjpG,wjq�Gq�G, which is

strictly increasing in G and strictly decreasing in wj. In the presence of fund-raising

costs, it can be shown that Lemma 1 continues to hold (see the online appendix).29

29 We assume that warm-glow is felt by the net contribution, gi � ci, so that no extra utility is
received by simply covering the solicitation cost. We also assume that ci   pCi for a cutoff similarly
defined for the warm-glow model.
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Thus, slightly modifying eq.(2.2), let G0
i be uniquely determined by: pfipwi � ci �

G0
i , G

0
i q � G0

i . Next, similar to ∆i in Proposition 1, set p∆i � pΦipG
0
i ,w � cq. Then,

our results in Propositions 1 and 4 obtain by simply replacing ∆i with p∆i. In par-

ticular, since, without a warm-glow motive, pφipG,wiq � φipGq � wi, our previous

results under pure altruism follow.

In order to perform comparative statics, we consider a general CES utility for all

i:

ui � rp1� αqxρi � αpp1� ωqG� ωgiq
ρs1{ρ ,

where ρ P p�8, 1q, α P p0, 1q, and ω P r0, 1s. Clearly, as ω increases, person i cares

more about the warm-glow and less about the altruistic giving. From Proposition 4,

person i is contacted if and only if p∆i ¡ R, or the solicitation cost, c is less than his

cutoff:

ci � wi � ηp1� ωqR �
ηp1� ωq

1� ηω

i̧

j�1

pwj � wiq, (2.4)

where η �
�
1�α
α

� 1
1�ρ . Eq.(2.4) implies that ci is increasing in ω, and decreasing in R

at the rate of ηp1�ωq. That is, as warm-glow giving becomes more pronounced, the

fund-raiser solicits more people; and she is less discouraged by an outside grant.

These observations suggest that with warm-glow giving, both the fund-raiser’s

and the donors’ diminished response to a government grant are responsible for the

partial crowding out. It is, however, an empirical matter to quantify them. In a recent

paper, Andreoni and Payne (2011) measure 73 percent crowding out and attribute

all to the reduced fund-raising. We believe that the absence of the (classic) donor

crowding out can be evidence of a strong warm-glow motive in their data. Given

this, the high fund-raiser reaction to government grants seems inconsistent with net

revenue maximization. That is, at the margin, the fund-raiser could increase net

revenues by contacting more donors. This conclusion firmly supports Andreoni and
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Payne’s empirical finding.30 As a policy remedy, they propose (and we agree) that

“...requirements that charities match a fraction of government grants with increases

in private donations could be a feasible response to crowding out.” (p.342)

In a related paper, Andreoni and Payne (2003) find that government grants crowd

out fund-raising efforts in social services organizations much less than they do in

the arts. In light of our analysis, this evidence points to a stronger warm-glow

giving toward social services than toward the arts. This inference appears reasonable

because the contributors to the arts are more likely to be the beneficiaries than the

contributors to the social services. In another paper, Ribar and Wilhelm (2002)

present clear evidence of warm-glow giving to international relief and development

organizations. Together with our theory, we should expect substantial fund-raising by

these organizations despite sizable governmental aids to international relief programs.

2.7.2 Fund-raising with Income Uncertainty

Up to now, we have maintained the strong assumption that the fund-raiser fully

knows donors’ incomes and preferences. We partially relax this assumption here by

introducing income uncertainty to our basic model. Suppose that depending on its

demographics, the fund-raiser divides the population into m ¥ 1 groups of donors.

She believes that each member of group i independently draws his income from a

discrete distribution, rwi, with mean Er rwis. The fund-raiser’s strategy is to choose

the number of donors to be contacted from each group. To focus the analysis on the

fund-raiser, we continue to assume that donors have no uncertainty about the income

profile in the population. Moreover, to simplify the analysis, we consider identical

homothetic preferences so that fpwq � αw for some α P p0, 1q. Then, given the cost

c per solicitation and the ranking of the mean group incomes: Er rw1s ¥ ... ¥ Er rwms,
30 In general, the evidence on fund-raisers’ objectives is mixed (Andreoni (2006b)). The net revenue
maximization is, however, often adopted in theoretical studies.
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we can write the cutoff cost for group i as:

ci � Er rwis � 1� α

α

¸i

j�1
nj pEr rwjs � Er rwisq , (2.5)

where nj is the size of group j (see the online appendix). We show that it is optimal

to solicit all members of group i if c   ci; and no members, otherwise. Note that

if each group contains a single donor, say demographics are sufficiently informative,

eq.(2.5) reduces to eq.(2.3), as it should. With income uncertainty, however, the

fund-raiser optimally treats each group member as having its mean income. We

show that the use of such coarse information for solicitations hurts the fund-raiser:

if members of any two groups become “indistinguishable” by the fund-raiser, the

equilibrium supply of the public good decreases. The reason is that with increased

uncertainty, the fund-raiser is more likely to contact net free-riders and leave out net

contributors. This means that information is valuable to the fund-raiser, which may

explain the existence of a market for donor research.

2.7.3 Learning-by-Fundraising

As in many service and manufacturing sectors,31 the fund-raiser may also learn and

become a more efficient solicitor over time. This raises the interesting issue that

the fund-raiser may “invest” in learning by initially contacting net free-riders. To

illustrate this point, we re-consider our basic model with identical individuals. Let

cpiq be the marginal cost of soliciting ith individual in sequence such that cp1q ¡

cp2q ¥ ... ¥ cpnq due to learning. Also, let an � p1{nq
°n
i�1 cpiq be the average cost

of solicitation where an   pC. Clearly, an is decreasing in n and thus converges to

some a`   cp1q. We show that it is optimal to contact every donor in this case. More

importantly, in the unique equilibrium, each (symmetric) gift, g�n, is decreasing in n

31 See Benkard (2000) and the references therein.
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and converges to a`.
32 This implies that g�n� cp1q   0 for a sufficiently large n. That

is, with learning, the fund-raiser may initially solicit some net free-riders to lower

future costs – a benefit that was absent in the basic setup.

2.8 Conclusion

As part of doing business, charities often spend money to raise money. Thus, a

careful planning of whom to ask for donations should be paramount for a charity

aiming to control its fund-raising costs while maximizing donations. Perhaps this is

why the charitable sector has grown to be highly professional and innovative.33 Yet,

the theory of charitable fund-raising has mostly ignored its cost side. In this paper,

we take a first stab at filling this void. We fully characterize the optimal fund-raising

strategy that can be easily computed from the donors’ preferences, incomes, and

the solicitation costs. Among other results, we show that costly fund-raising can

provide a novel explanation for the non-neutrality of income redistributions and the

crowding-out hypothesis often encountered in empirical studies. For future research,

it may be worthwhile to consider sequential solicitations where donations are revealed

in each visit. Another promising, and perhaps more challenging, direction would be

to investigate the competition between charities where donors’ responses are fully

accounted for.

32 The supply of the public good, G
�
n is increasing in n and converges to φ

�1
pw � a`q.

33 For instance, the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) represents 30,000 professional
fund-raisers.
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3

Learning by Fund-raising

3.1 Introduction

It is strongly believed that fund-raising is learned on the job, raising the demand

for those professionals who are more experienced. For instance, a recent survey by

Cygnus Applied Research reveals that most succesful fund-raisers are on the job just

three to six months before being recruited for another.1 As the president of Cygnus

puts it: “Only one out of three fund-raisers experiences even a day without a job”.

Professional fund-raisers also place a great value on experience as suggested in this

quote from a fund-raiser’s webpage: “Fund Development Associates is the regional

expert in fund-raising. No one has more direct, hands-on experience. By selecting

our firm, you will have a team of professionals with more than one hundred years of

combined successful fund-raising experience who have assisted hundreds of charitable

organizations achieve their goals”.2

Both practitioners and researchers agree that one of the most important fund-

1 The survey includes 1,700 fund-raisers and 8,000 nonprofit chief executives. Results are available
at http://www.cygresearch.com/files/AFP Intl-Conf Vancouver April 2 2012-PenelopeBurk.pdf

2 See http://www.funddevelopmentassociates.com/associates.html
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raising techniques is directly asking people (Andreoni and Payne 2003; Yoruk, 2009;

Meer and Rosen 2011). It is believed that people often have good intentions to give,

but unless they are solicited, these intentions may not turn into donations. In this

paper, we contend that such direct solicitations are also the source of learning for the

fund-raiser. Our main objective is to investigate how learning shapes the fund-raising

strategy and if it may cause “excessive” fund-raising.

Our formal setup adds an “active” fund-raiser to the “standard” model of giving

in which donors consume two goods: a private good as well as a public good.3 We

consider a charity which occasionally runs fund-drives. The fund-raiser’s role then

consists in informing potential donors individually about the charitable cause, as in

Name-Correa and Yildirim (2013). Asking people is costly. The presence of learning

economies, however, enables the charity to reduce the marginal cost of fund-raising

as the charity solicits more people.

Our first observation is that the fund-raising cost introduces a provision point

to the public good, but under an optimal solicitation procedure, a coordination

problem among donors does not arise. The charity contacts individuals according

to income, starting with the wealthiest. A sufficient condition to solicit one more

individual is that she is expected to provide a gift above the marginal cost or become

a “net contributor”. We show that identifying these net contributors in our model

is equivalent to identifying the contributors in a model with constant marginal cost

except that each donor’s wealth is reduced by the variable part of its marginal cost.

This important equivalence allows us to utilize the charaterization in Name-Correa

and Yildirim (2013) who assume away learning.

Absent learning economies, the charity considers contacting first the richest donor;

once this donor is in the “game”, the charity becomes more conservative about con-

3 See, e.g., Warr (1983); Roberts (1984); Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian (1986); and Andreoni
(1988).
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tacting the second richest donor due to the free-riding incentive, which depends on

their income difference. Sequentially applied, this logic implies once the charity

identifies a “net free-rider”, the solicitations optimally stop.

In the presence of learning, the fund-raiser may, however, solicit a net free-rider,

as long as this solicitation enables the fund-raiser to substantially move down her

learning curve. In this sense, negative net contributions represent the fund-raiser’s

investment in learning. We provide the exact equilibrium condition determining

whether investing in learning is worthy or not. While we assume that the solic-

itation set is observed by the contacted donors, our characterization is robust to

unobservability under reasonable (off-equilibrium) beliefs.

Watchdogs groups evaluate a charity efficiency according to its cost structure.

They recommend managing a low fixed cost. For instance, Charity Navigator con-

siders that administrative costs should not represent more than 20% of total costs.

My model also applies to a situation in which the presence of a fixed cost generates

returns to scale in fund-raising. When a higher setup cost does not totally discour-

age fund-raising, it increases current donations and encourages the charity to solicit

more. Despite these two positive effects, the public good provision diminishes.

I build a benchmark in which the fund-raiser establishes for each donor a mini-

mum gift size and commits to it. We show that this commitment allows the charity to

obtain extra-large gifts from the wealthiest donors. With respect to this benchmark

I find that the charity conducts excessive fund-raising regardless of the solicitation

technology. Moreover, we show that learning is another source of excessive fund-

raising. We find, however, that a higher learning rate does not necessarily generate

a greater extent of excessive fund-raising.

I extend the model to incorporate a warm-glow motive for giving (Andreoni 1989)

and show that my results follow under such added realism. In another extension, we

show that when the fund-raiser separates the population in groups and learning is
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group specific, the charity may favor contacting groups with lower expected income

but with more potential for learning. Finally, we show that under decreasing returns

to scale it is never optimal to contact a net free-rider.

Given that this chapter is closely related to chapter 2, I just briefly mention here

some of the theoretical works in charitable fund-raising: Rose Ackerman 1983, An-

dreoni and Payne 2003, Glazer and Konrad 1996, Vesterlund 2003, Andreoni 2006b,

Andreoni 1998 and Marx and Matthews 2000. Some papers consider learning about

the project quality by providing the charitable good within a dynamic framework. In

these models learning is faster when the cumulative production of the good is larger

(Bolton and Harris (2003); and Yildirim (2006)).

The closest work to this is the one presented in the previous chapter, referred here

as Name-Correa and Yildirim 2013; henceforth, NY (2013). They build a model in

which donors do not consider giving unless asked by the fund-raiser. They fully

incorporate fund-raising costs to determine the fund-raiser’s solicitation strategy.

The charity commits to that strategy and sucessfully launches a fund-drive. Our work

is similar to theirs; instead of attaching a cost to each donor, though, we explicitly

introduce a fund-raising cost structure, which is unrelated to donors’ identities. This

allows us to model the learning aspect of soliciting as decreasing marginal costs in

fund-raising.

Rose-Ackerman (1982) is the first to build a model of costly fund-raising in which

donors, as in mine, are unaware of a charity until they receive a solicitation letter.

She, however, does not construct donors’ responses from an equilibrium play. She

was also the first in positing that fund-raising is likely to be conducted in excess. Her

argument is that competition among charities triggers high expenses in fund-raising

without bringing further benefits to donors. This happens whenever fund-raising

diverts funds from one charity that donors value to another they like the same. On

the contrary, in our model we build the concept of excessive fund-raising in a non-
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competitive framework. The term ”excessive” comes from the fact that relatively

more cost is incurred when contributions are voluntary and those extra resources are

wasted,valued neither value by donors nor by the charity.

In addition to the theoretical literature, more extensive empirical and experimen-

tal literature exists on charitable giving, to which we will refer below. For recent

surveys of the literature, see the reviews by Andreoni (2006a) and List (2011).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up the model. In

Section 3, we determine the optimal fund-raising strategy. In Section 4 we introduce

returns to scale generated by a fixed cost. In Section 5 we consider excessive fund-

raising. We present the extensions in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

3.2 Model

Our formal setup extends the standard model of privately provided public goods, as

described in the previous chapter (e.g., Warr 1983; Roberts 1984; Bergstrom et al.

1986; and Andreoni 1988).

Costly Fund-raising. In the standard model there is no role for strategic fund-

raising since all potential donors are already aware of the public good provision.4

Thus, as with Rose-Ackerman (1982); and Andreoni and Payne (2003), we assume

that each person i becomes informed of the fund-drive only if solicited by the fund-

raiser.5 We assume for simplicity that each solicitation reaches the donor with cer-

tainty. It costs cpiq � c � spiq to solicit the ith individual in a sequence. The fixed

marginal cost c ¡ 0 reflects minimum expenses in telemarketing, face to face solici-

tations, envelopes procurement, and mailing costs. The variable marginal cost spiq is

4 Alternatively, in the standard model, the fund-raiser would trivially ask everyone for donations
since the equilibrium provision of the public good never decrease by adding an individual (e.g.,
Andreoni and McGuire 1993).

5 We envision a charity that occasionally runs fund-drives. In this scenario, it is reasonable to
think that donors are unaware of the charitable good provision. However, even if a donor expects
a fund-drive to be made, she may procrastinate in giving (O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999) or just
wait for the solicitation to save on search costs (Andreoni and Payne 2001).
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non increasing in i, perhaps because of the fund-raiser learning on the job or because

of scale economies purchasing inputs at a discount. We assume that this cost struc-

ture is known by contacted individuals. Absent the variable cost, our model would

reduce to NY (2013) with homogeneous preferences and constant marginal cost.

Let F � N be the set of donors contacted by the fund-raiser, or the fund-raiser

set. In the basic model, we assume that the contacted donors know those in the

fund-raiser set, though we relax this assumption in Section 3.2. 6As in the standard

setup, let g�i pF q be donor i’s equilibrium gift engendered by the simultaneous play in

F . Then, the total fund-raising cost and the gross donations are defined, respectively,

by CpF q �
°|F |
i�1 cpiq and G�pF q �

°
iPF g

�
i pF q, where Cp∅q � 0 and g�i p∅q � 0 by

convention. The charity chooses F that maximizes the supply of the public good (or

net donations):

G
�
pF q � max tG�pF q � CpF q, 0u . (3.1)

Eq. (3.1) implies that if insufficient funds are received to cover the cost, then no

public good is provided, which simply refers to a failed fund-raising in our model.7

We assume that the charity dislikes fundraising in that when two fund-raiser sets

yield the same amount of public good, the charity prefers the one with the lower

cost.8

Our fund-raising game, then, proceeds as follows. First, the charity decides

whether or not to launch a fund-drive. If one is launched, then the charity reaches

out to a (optimal) set F o of potential donors, who all become aware of both the

fund-drive and the others solicited. Finally, the contacted donors simultaneously

contribute to the public good, leading to equilibrium gifts tg�i pF
oquiPF o and the pub-

lic good G
�
pF oq. Our solution concept is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in pure

6 That donors may know the fund-raiser set prior to giving is not completely unrealistic. For
instance, charities organize fund-raising events where donors meet each other

7 In the case of a failed fund-raising, we assume for simplicity that either the donations are not
refunded or they are used for other causes

8 One justification for this could be that the charity has some concern about its cost/donation
rating by the watchdog groups. Formally, if F 1 � F are two fund-raiser sets such that G1 � C 1 �
G� C and C 1 ¡ C, then it follows that C 1{G1 ¡ C{G.
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strategies.

3.3 Optimal Fund-raising

In this section we fully characterize the fund-raising equilibrium in terms of the

primitives of the model. Before that, we point out that although donors may end up

contributing nothing for an arbitrary fund-raiser set, the same cannot happen if the

set is optimally chosen.

3.3.1 Characterization

Let pCi P p0, wis be the unique cutoff cost for person i if he were to pay for the entire

fund-raising cost himself, as defined in chapter 2. The following result shows that

although donors together may contribute nothing in some situations, in equilibrium

a launched fund-drive is always successful.

Proposition 1. Fix any arbitrary fund-raiser set, F � ∅, whose fund-raising cost is

CpF q. If maxiPF pCi ¤ CpF q, then there is a zero-contribution equilibrium, generating

G
�
pF q � 0. However, in a fund-raising equilibrium, F o � ∅ if and only if G

�
pF oq ¡

0.

The first part of Proposition 1 says that if no person can bear the cost alone,

then the zero-contribution profile becomes an equilibrium. Hence, when fund-raising

entails significant costs, a carefully planned strategy of whom to ask for donations

seems to be of utmost importance both to control the expenses and to encourage

giving.9

The second part of the Proposition highlights that in a setting in which the fund-

raiser set is observable, an optimizing charity would never start fund-raising if it did

not expect that donations would exceed the cost. Together, this proposition means

that in our model, the charity can fail to provide the public good despite fund-raising

9 Since the fund-raising cost introduces a threshold to the public good provision, Proposition 1 is
a reminiscent of the equilibrium characterization in Andreoni (1998). Unlike his model, however,
the provision point in ours will be endogenous to fund-raising strategy as opposed to being a capital
requirement.
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only because it suboptimally sets the fund-raising strategy.10 While enlightening,

Proposition 1 does not inform us about the charity’s solicitation strategy.

In order to do so, note two observations for any fixed fund-raiser set; (1) the

incurred cost just depends on the number of solicitations, (2) the higher the income

of an individual, the more she gives, as shown in Andreoni (1988). We intuitively

observe that the fund-raiser solicits the highest income individual(s). Without loss of

generality, index subjects in a descending order of their wealth: w1 ¥ w2 ¥ ... ¥ wn.

Observation 1. For any optimal fund-drive size k, the top k individuals are the

ones being solicited.

From the previous observation we may consider that soliciting individual i costs

cpiq to the fund-raiser. In other words, the charity may view fund-raising costs

as identity dependent, keeping in mind that soliciting individual i � 1 implies that

individual i is already included in the fund-raiser set. According to NY (2013),

when costs are purely identity dependent, the fund-raiser designs a strategy where

individual donors are solicited at the margin whenever their gifts exceed solicitation

costs; such donors are net contributors. This marginal strategy leads to an optimal

fund-raiser set, F o, in which every solicited individual becomes a net contributor,

even without a cost sharing agreement, since contributions are voluntary, and all of

them just take into account the whole fund-raising cost CpF oq.

Once we introduce learning economies, it is possible that the fund-raiser at the

margin optimally solicits an individual i,who provides a gift below the marginal cost

cpiq; in other words, the donor is a net free rider. We illustrate this point with a

numerical example, which also motivates our subsequent analysis.

Example 1. Let N � t1, 2, 3u and ui � x1�αi pGqα, with α � 0.3. Individuals’

wealth and solicitation costs are such that pw1, w2, w3q � p20, 14, 14q, c � 1.

Consider first no scale economies, i.e., spiq � 0. The following table reports

donor equilibrium, and highlights the optimal fund-raiser set.

10 As noted in the Introduction, charities spend billions of dollars on professional fund-raisers. For
instance, the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) represents 30,000 such fund-raisers.
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Table 3.1: Donor Equilibrium without Learning

F g�1 � c g�2 � c g�3 � c G� � C
t1u 5 .7 5 .7
t1, 2u 5.82 �0.177 5.65
t1, 2, 3u 5.875 �0.125 �0.125 5.62

Table 3.1 reveals that it is optimal to contact only donor 1. Donor 2 and 3 are

not included in the set because their contributions never exceed the marginal cost .

Keeping donors’ characteristics as above and c � 1, consider spiq � p7, 5, 1q

Table 3.2: Donor Equilibrium under Learning Economies

F g�1 � cp1q g�2 � cp2q g�3 � cp3q G� � C
t1u 3.9 3.9
t1, 2u 3.94 �0.06 3.88
t1, 2, 3u 2.79 �1.21 2.79 4.37

Table3.2 shows that it is optimal to contact donors 1,2, and 3. Without donor

3, donor 2, whose gift remains below cp2q, diminishes the charitable good provision.

By additionally soliciting individual 3, however, the public good reaches its optimal

level. Finally, it is clear that even with three donors, a direct approach to identify

the extent of fund-raising is non trivial.

To develop a simple, intuitive characterization of the fund-raiser set, we interpret

sequential costs as taxes on individuals. In this sense, let pwi � wi�spiq be individual

i1s ”disposable income”. Under this formulation, for a given set F, i1s gift is gipF q �

spiq. We show this in two steps. Consider person i’s maximization problem:

max
xi,gi

Upxi, G�
¸

jPF
cpjqq

s.t. xi � gi � wi
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As a first step, consider substituting for wi � wi� spiq � c and gi � gi� spiq � c,

person i can be deemed as choosing the level of the charitable good:

max
xi,G

Upxi, Gq

s.t. xi �G � wi �G�i

G ¥ G�i

The solution to this maximization yields i’s demand function for the charitable

good given net contributions by others,G�i :

G � maxtfpwi �G�iq, G�iu.

As a second step, from this whole normalization, we define pwi � wi�c � wi�spiq

and pgi � gi � c � gi � spiq. This change of variables allows us to reformulate our

original problem with learning economies to a constant return to scale setting with

marginal cost c and nominal income distributiont pwiu.
Let Fi be the set of the top i individuals. The next Lemma shows that individual

i1s incentive to provide a donation above the marginal cost, c, in Fi can be represented

by a cost cutoff.

Lemma 1. Let φpGq � φpGq �G, where φ � f�1, and donor i’s cost cutoff be given

by

ci � pwi � φp
i̧

j�1

p pwj � pwiqq. (3.2)

Individual i is a net contributor in Fi iff c   ci

By strict normality φ
1
p.q ¡ 0. Therefore, i1s cutoff cost decreases in others’

disposable incomes and increases in i’s own.

Observation 2. . Absent the sequential component, we obtain: c1 ¥ c2 ¥ .. ¥ cn

and F 0 � ti P N | c   cip pwiqu pNY, 2012q
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Note first that under no sequential cost, pwi � wi. Hence, for any subeconomy

Fi, individuals are ranked according to their net gifts g�i pFiq � c, since w1 � c ¥

w2 � c.. ¥ wn � c. It is clear that ci is less than wi, except for the first individual,

and it diminishes in i. Intuitively, once the richest donor is solicited, the second

individual is less likely to cover the marginal cost c as a consequence of the free rider

problem. In general, as the charity keeps fund-raising, free riding becomes more and

more severe and it is less likely that an additional person will be solicited. Once a

net free rider is identified, fund-raising must stop. Otherwise, given that individuals

are ranked according to their net gifts’ sizes, additional solicitations would bring

only negative net donations. This would hurt the public good provision, as shown

in Lemma 1 in NY (2013). Re-consider Example 1 above, when spiq � 0 . From

eq. (3.2), it is easily verified that c1 � 20, c2 � 0, and c3 � 0,which implies that

F o � t1u.

The free-rider problem is still present when spiq ¡ 0. However, on the upside,

fund-raising allows the charity to reach learning economies, thus partially counter-

acting free riding.

To be more precise, let a
pwpi, kq be the average disposable income from individuals

i to k where i ¤ k. By convention, a
pwpi, iq � wi � spiq. By applying the next

proposition iteratively we obtain a full characterization of the fund-raiser’s strategy.

Proposition 2. Suppose either (1) i � 1 or (2) i ¡ 1 and individuals 1 to i� 1 are

solicited by the fund-raiser. Then, i is solicited iff there is an individual k ¥ i such

that c   cipa pwpi, kqq. Moreover if k ¡ i is the closest individual to i satisfying the

previous inequality, then donors from i� 1 up to k must also be solicited.

Proposition 2 says that to contact an additional individual i, it is sufficient that

she pays for her marginal cost at the margin, i.e., if the economy were Fi. It does

not matter whether or not she becomes a net contributor in F o.11

11 A donor i may be a net contributor in the subeconomy Fi but not in F o because the sequence of
disposable incomes is not necesarily monotonically decreasing. Therefore, after soliciting individual
i, another subject providing a higher net gift may also be contacted, thus driving i’s contribution
below cpiq as a consequence of the free rider problem.
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Even though the free-rider problem is more pronounced the more a charity fund-

raises, it is also true that more fund-raising generates more experience for the charity.

Thus, Proposition 3 also says that despite individual i being a net free rider at the

margin, she is solicited as long as subsequent cost decreases turn out to be substantial.

This proposition contrasts with the equilibrium characterization in NY(2013),

where every individual in F o is a net contributor. In this sense, the presence of net

free riders in F o can be thought of a charity’s investment in acquiring experience.

Re-consider Example 1 above, under learning economies. From eq. (3.2), it folows

that c1 � 13, c2 � �0.33   c   c3 � 22.33. Moreover, c3pa pwp2, 3qq � 6.33 ¡ c. Thus,

according to Proposition 2, F o � t1, 2, 3u .

Finally, the fund-raiser considers the set resulting from iteratively applying propo-

sition 2 as a candidate equilibrium strategy. This set will be optimal if, given the

total fund-raising cost,
°|F o|
j�1 cpjq, incurred, each individual decides to contribute

rather than consume only the private good; i.e., if, in equilibrium, her net cost,°|F o|
j�1 cpjq � G�

�i, is strictly less than her cutoff, pCi. The next condition guarantees

that this happens for every individual included in the set.

Assumption S. Let k P N be the largest index such that c   ci . Then it follows that

(i)
°k
i�1pwi � cpiqq ¡ 0, and (ii) for i ¤ k: fpwi � pCiq ¤ Φ�1

k p
°k
i�1pwi � cpiqq,

where ΦkpGq �
°k
j�1pφpGq �Gq �G .

We define drastic learning as a sequence of variable costs tspiqu generating a

monotonically increasing sequence of disposable incomes. The next corollary shows

the fund-raiser’s response to drastic learning.

Corollary 1. Under drastic learning all potential donors are solicited.

This corollary says that in some cases the learning curve may be steep enough

such that each additional solicitation would bring the greatest net gift among already

requested individuals. Thus, the fund-raiser faces strong incentives to fund-raise

more. Indeed, she ends up soliciting all potential donors to fully take advantage of

cost savings.
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3.3.2 Unobservability of the Fund-raiser Set

Our assumption regarding the observability of the the fund-raiser set is reasonable

for small fund–raising campaigns. For others, it is not feasible for donors to keep

track of the charity’s solicitations, but hold beliefs about them.

Given the optimal fund-raiser set F 0, one natural belief system is as follows: a

solicited donor who is also in F 0 believes that the charity sticks to the solicitation

strategy F 0, whereas a solicited donor outside F o believes that every richer individual

is also solicited while lower income individuals are not.12 Each donor assumes that

others act according to the stated beliefs. We show in the next proposition that

when donors share these beliefs, the fund-raiser’s equilibrium strategy is the same

whether or not it is observable.

Proposition 3. Suppose the fund-raiser set is unobservable to donors. Let k be the

highest index individual in F o. Suppose gains from learning are exhausted,i.e., c ¥ cj

for every j ¡ k. Then, under the beliefs described above, F o is sustained as a perfect

Bayesian equilibrium.

It is plausible in big fund-raising campaigns that total initial donations do not

cover total initial costs. Despite that, we observe that fund-drives are launched and

charitable goods are provided from net donations because initial donors expect the

charity to continue fund-rasing up to individual k to take advantage of learning

economies. Thus, they know that eventually total donations exceed total costs.

Under the belief system described above, the fund-raiser does not necessarily have

a commitment problem to its target strategy. Problems may arise if people hold a

different belief system. For example, consider the following beliefs: if a donor in

F o is contacted, he learns about the fund-drive and believes that the rest of F o will

also be contacted, whereas if a donor outside F o is contacted, he attributes this to a

mistake and believes that he is the only one contacted besides F o.13 To illustrate the

12 This belief system is grounded in a learning by fund-raising setting. To gain experience in the
field, fund-raising may be carried out by few persons. Thus donors may not perceive deviations
from F o as uncorrelated or isolated mistakes.

13 These beliefs are similar to “passive” beliefs often used in bilateral contracting in which one
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tension between charity and donors, consider a case in which the fund-raiser solicits

individuals in F o but there is still potential for learning. Notice that any solicited

individual i ¡ k would take others’ contributions as: G�pF 0q � CpF 0q � cp|F o| �

1q. But, in fact, as the charity keeps fund-raising more and more, subsequent cost

decreases are obtained without being noticed by additional donors. Consequently,

the free rider problem is curbed to some extent, thus undermining the charity’s

credibility to F o. As a result, more than optimal fund-raising may be conducted

at expense of the charitable good provision. This is consistent with the anecdotal

evidence that schools often announce a target level of funds to be raised as well as

the length of the fund-drive. 14

3.4 Effects of a Fixed Cost on Optimal Fund-raising

Fixed costs, also called overhead costs–expenses such as rent, utilities, technology,

accounting costs, legal costs, and marketing costs–are an important component of

a charity’s cost structure. Donors and foundations are aware of the potential detri-

mental impact of these costs on the charitable good provision. Indeed, watchdog

groups rank charities’ efficiency based on the administrative cost to total cost ratio.

For instance, Charity Navigator suggests that for an acceptable charity this ratio

ranges from 15% to 20%. Moreover, a study conducted by the center of philanthropy

at Indiana University shows that of the 710 foundations that responded to the sur-

vey, 69% responded that their donations were intended to support charity’s overhead

expenses.

To isolate the effect of a fixed cost on optimal fund-raising, we consider the

following particular cost structure: a fixed cost s and a constant marginal cost c.

This is captured in my model by making sp1q � s ¡ 0 and spiq � 0 for every i ¡ 1.

Let F opsq be the fund-raiser set when the fixed cost amounts to s.

party privately contracts with several others (e.g., Cremer and Riordan 1987; McAfee and Schwartz
1994).

14 For example, Duke University recently announced a new five-year fundraising campaign to raise
$3.25 billion for academic programs, medical education and health research, and its endowment.
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Proposition 4. Consider two fixed cost levels, s and s1 such that s   s1 and F opsq

as well as F ops1q are non-empty. Then,

(a) Fund-raising increases in the setup cost ,i.e, F opsq � F ops1q

(b) Individual gross donations augments in the setup cost, i.e, gipF
opsqq   gipF

ops1qq

for every i P F ops1q,but

(c) The public good amount falls in the setup cost, i.e., G
�
pF opsqq ¡ G

�
pF ops1qq

The intuition behind this Proposition is simple. From (3.2) it is clear that for

individuals i ¡ 1 cutoff costs rise in the fixed cost. Thus, given a higher fixed cost,

the charity solicits more because it anticipates that individuals are more willing to

give in order to partially recover the cost increase. Despite the rise in total gross

donations generated by current and additional solicited donors, the level of the public

good falls since individuals collectively do not make up for the totality of the rise

in the cost. Thus, the two positive effects of the setup cost increase, more fund-

raising and more gross donations, are neutralized by the negative effect of a rising

cost burden on the supplied public good.

More fund-raising, even when optimally conducted, may in some cases indicate

that the charity is actually less productive. This observation contrasts with our

intuitive understanding of public good provision in a costless economy where, fixing

individuals’ characteristics, a larger set of contributors signals a greater supply of

the public good.

3.5 Excessive Fund-raising

Do charities spend too much in fund-raising? Does the cost structure matter in

providing an answer for the previous question? To answer these questions, we first

consider a benchmark setting in which the fund-raiser fixes for each donor i a min-

imum gift size ti. She publicly announces these and refuses donations below the
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respective thresholds.15 In some sense the charity is exerting some individual pres-

sure on each donor, even though giving is still voluntary. Thus, the free rider problem

is still present.

For a fixed set F, the fund-raiser maximization problem is:

max
ttiu

|F |
i�1

¸
ti (3.3)

s.t. Upwi � ti, T q ¥ Upwi,max tT�i � CpF q, 0uq for every i P F o

where T �
°|F |
j�1 tj.

1617

The next observation shows that in the benchmark the fund-raiser also starts

soliciting from the richest individual.

Observation 3. Individual i does not provide a gift above t�i . Moreover t�i�1 ¡ 0

implies t�i ¡ t�i�1.

Observation 3 says that threshold gifts leave each individual indifferent to con-

tributing the ”suggested” amount or not giving at all. As in the case with purely

voluntary contributions and homogeneous preferences, the richer is the individual,

the higher is the threshold gift imposed on her.

15 This is actually a case of multilateral ”contracting” under positive externalities as in Segal
(1999). It also resembles Andreoni 1998, in which the threshold for public good provision is deter-
mined by the production technology. In our setting, donors face individual thresholds endogenously
determined by the fund-raiser.

16 The most acute form of commitment or pressure would add a target level of the charitable
good such that if total donations are below that target, neither provision takes place nor refund
is made. In this extreme case, the fund-raiser extracts from each individual, g0i where it solves
Upwi � g0i , g

0
i q � Upwi, 0q. The critical public good level would be

°n
j�1 g

0
i .

17 Let pT pwi � T�i � C, T�i � C, q represent the level of the public good that makes individual i
indifferent between making up for that level given others’ contributions T�i, and not contributing

at all. Thus, ti � pT pwi � T�i � C, T�i � C, q � pT�i � Cq. To establish some comparisons with

regard to the pure altruism case, consider C � 0.There are two effects of T�i, on pT : The first effect

operates through aggregate income wi � T�i as in the voluntary case: pT1 ¡ 0. The second effect is

negative and operates by increasing i1s outside utility. Thus, pT2   0. Moreover, if the latter effect is
stronger than the former, then pT1� pT2   0, which implies dti

dT
�i
  �1. In this case, the substitution

effects would be much stronger than in the pure voluntary case, as we see under Cobb-Douglas
preferences with α   1

2 .
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Given the commitment to minimum gift sizes in the benchmark, the following

observation is very intuitive:

Observation 4. The voluntary provision of the public good is below that in the

benchmark.

Noteworthy, the fund-raiser can feasibly set a minimum gift size to individual i

corresponding to her voluntary contribution under F o, g�i pF
oq. In other words, the

equilibrium voluntary contribution profile tg�i pF
oquiPF o ,is a feasible solution to (3.3)

when F � F o. We then show that the fund-raiser may profitably deviate from that

solution. To see this, suppose the charity exclusively ”pressures” individual 1. By

quasiconcavity of the utility function, the fund-raiser is able to extract from him

a larger gift than voluntarily provided. In response, other individuals lower their

contributions. Overall, the public good amount increases above the level supplied

under voluntary contributions, by the strict normality assumption.

On the other hand, we observe that on the benchmark the charity aims to supply

the greatest feasible level of the public good, even at the expense of donors’ aggregate

welfare. In this sense, the resulting outcome is not efficient in a Samuelsian sense.

However, a lack of commitment to minimum donations might lead the charity to

conduct excessive fund-raising, in the sense that more solicitation expenses would

have to be incurred to optimally supply a relatively low charitable good provision.

To be more precise, let F � be the fund-raiser set on the benchmark.

Definition 1. We say that a charity conducts excessive fund-raising whenever she

solicits a larger number of donors with respect to the benchmark, i.e., F � � F o.

The next proposition states that excessive fund-raising occurs when individuals

have a low preference for the public good. For instance, when individuals have Cobb-

Douglass preferences and the demand for the public good is αw this is the case for

α   1
2
. Indeed, this case is the most relevant from an empirical perspective. Some

works, as Zieschang (1985), have estimated the income effect to be 0.0342.

To understand the driving force causing excessive fund-raising, we first focus in
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the benchmark when fund-raising is costless, and make the following assumption that

is satisfied under a low preference for the public good.

Assumption: In a costless economy dti
dT�i

  �1.

A low preference for the public good generates a strong substitution effect among

feasible requested donations. Thus, when the fund-raiser increases for one individual

the minimum donation size by one dollar, the potential gift size for everyone else

drops by more than one dollar. As a result, optimal fund-raising entails receiving an

extra-larger donation from the richest individual and nothing from the rest. Now,

once cost is introduced, it may be the case that the fund-raiser solicits more individu-

als to partially recover the initial cost, cp1q. This means that each solicited individual

i ¡ 1 provides a positive net donation and also that
°
i¡1pgipF

�q � cpiqq   cp1q. In-

deed, it is shown in the appendix that if more than two individuals are solicited,

all of them are pivotal, in the sense that each individual contribution is critical to

the public good provision. Since gifts are smaller when charity lacks commitment, it

is then intuitive that relatively more fund-raising is conducted to recover the initial

cost, as shown in Proposition 5.

Proposition 5. Suppose more than two individuals are solicited under F o. Then,

there is excessive fund-raising.

Rose-Ackerman (1982) was the first to introduce the concept of excessive fund-

raising in a competitive charitable market under costly fund-raising. She has in mind

a benchmark in which charities act coordinately to maximize aggregate net donations.

She points out that competition for donations triggers a relatively high level of fund-

raising, without increasing aggregate gross donations. Rather, competition causes a

switch of gifts among charities equally valued by donors. Thus, ultimately less public

good is provided.

In contrast, I have a single charity in my setup, and the more fund-raising con-

ducted, the greater the level of gross donations collected. The main source of exces-

sive fund-raising in my model, then, is the lack of commitment to gift sizes.
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Is learning an additional source of excessive fund-raising? Does excessive fund-

raising worsen with a faster learning process?

To answer these questions we build on the following sequential cost function:

spiq � max ts� δpi� 1q, 0u (3.4)

where δ represents the learning rate. The next proposition shows how excessive

fundraising changes when we move from constant returns to scale in fund-raising

to learning by fund-raising.

Proposition 6. Consider two scenarios: constant returns to scale, δnl � 0, and

learning by fund-raising, δl P p0, sq. Excessive fund-raising is higher under learning,

δl ¡ 0.

Proposition 6 says that excessive fund-raising worsens with learning. This result

can be explained in terms of the effect of learning on optimal fund-raising in both

cases, when charity commits to minimum gift size and when this is not feasible. On

one hand, the charity fund-raises more to take advantage of cost decreases when

there is no commitment. On the other hand, recall that if more than two individuals

are solicited in the benchmark, it is just out of a cost recovery motive; in other words,

all individuals are pivotal. Then, fund-raising shrinks with learning because for any

subeconomy Fi, i ¡ 1, total cost diminishes. Both effects push excessive fund-raising

to a higher extent.

Following this logic, it seems intuitive that any increase in the rate of learning

widens excessive fund-raising. Surprisingly, this statement is not necesarily correct.

Proposition 7. Excessive fund-raising is (potentially) non-monotonic in δ.

Proposition 7 shows that excessive fund-raising is affected by the rate of learning

in a complex way. The underlying force driving the previous result is that in the

purely voluntary contribution case, the propensity to fund-raise an individual i ¡ 2,

reflected in her cutoff cost, is non-monotonic in the rate of learning, reaching an

interior optimum. Now, to understand the source of this non-monotonicity, note first
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from (3.4) that (i) there is some threshold rate for individual i ¡ 2, δ�i , such that spiq

decreases in δ for δ   δ�i and remains constant for δ ¥ δ�i . (ii) δ�1 ¡ δ�2 .. ¡ δ�n. From

these two points we see that each disposable income difference between individual i

and the other lower index individuals decreases for δ ¤ δ�i , and it increases for δ ¡ δ�i

. Because i’s cutoff cost is decreasing in the sum of these differences, (see 3.2) the

marginal propensity to fund-raise individual i increases for δ ¤ δ�i This result can

be interpreted as coming from a relative cost-saving effect that makes it more likely

that individual i becomes a net contributor. The opposite happens when δ ¡ δ�i

Even though a slower learning process may actually bring more excessive fund-

raising, it may surprisingly permit the fund-raiser to accumulate more experience as

well, as formalized in the next Lemma.

Lemma 2. Consider two rates of learning: δh and δl such that δh ¡ δl ¡ 0Ṫhen

cp|F opδhq|q ¤ cp|F opδlq|q is not always the case.

A slower learning process on one hand makes fund-raising a given number of

individuals more costly, but on the other hand, it may encourage the charity to

solicit more people, thus fostering learning. If the difference between learning rates

is low enough, the latter effect may outweigh the former one. Consequently, a charity

learning more slowly may end up accumulating more fund-raising experience reflected

in a lower marginal cost. This may be important for a charity periodically running

fund-drives because learning spillovers would also be intertemporal in this case.

In summary, a slower learning process may have negative consequences in a static

sense because of excessive fund-raising. This same learning process may generate

positive dynamic consequences because of deeper learning.

3.6 Extensions

In this section we provide three extensions. In the first one we introduce warm-glow

giving. In the second one we consider the case in which population is divided among

professional groups and learning is group specific. The second one addresses a setting

in which there are decreasing returns to scale in fund-raising.
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3.6.1 Warm-Glow Giving

In this section we consider warm-glow as an additional motive for giving and show

how fund-raising incentives are affected by it. As in NY(2013), we assume that an

individual gets warm-glow from her net contribution. Thus, let u � upxi, G, gi�cpiqq

be person i’s utility function, which is increasing and strictly quasi-concave. Person

i’s demand for the public good in a Nash equilibrium can be written as: G
�
�

pfpwi�G�
�i�CpF�iq, G

�
�i�CpF�iqq, where wi � wi� cpiq and F�i � F z tiu. Partial

derivatives satisfy 0   pfi1,  1 and pfi2 ¥ 0 by normality of goods. If, in addition,

0   pf1 � pf2 ¤ θ   1, then a unique Nash equilibrium obtains. Note that for pf2 � 0,

the warm-glow model reduces to the standard model.

To obtain a closed form solution that facilitates our comparative statics analysis,

we consider the following utility for all i:

Uipxi, G, giq � p1� βq lnxi � β lnpγG� p1� γqgiq

where β P p0, 1q, γ � α�β
αp1�βq

and α P pβ, 1q. Under this specification warm glow

is a substitute for altruism. The demand for the public good in this case is G
�
�

βwi �
β
α
G�i. Ignoring the costly aspect of fund-raising, note that when α � 1,

G
�
� βpwi �G�iq. Thus, individuals give out of a pure public good motive. On the

other hand, when α � β, then G
�
� βwi�G�i and g�i � βwi. Hence, individuals give

motivated by pure warm-glow.18 Thus, the lower α is, the stronger is the warm-glow

motive.

It can be shown that Proposition 2 holds under this utility specification, and

individual i1s cutoff cost is given by

ci � pwi � α � β

β

i̧

j�1

p pwj � pwiq. (3.5)

18 The parameter α represents the altruism coefficient as introduced in Andreoni (1989). It is a
measure of the relative strength of the public good motive for giving.
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It is intuitive that the more warm-glow people experience, the more incentived

is the fund-raiser to solicit more, since the free rider problem is less severe. Indeed,

Eq.(3.5) implies that ci increases as α decreases. Thus, fund-raisers learn more on the

job when the warm-glow motive is strong. Moreover, if a net free-rider is identified,

the fund-raiser is more likely to solicit her as a learning investment.

3.6.2 Group Specific Learning

Suppose the fund-raiser divides the set of potential donors into m ¥ 1 groups, de-

pending on their professional activities. She believes that each member of group i

independently draws his income from a discrete distribution, rwi, with mean Er rwis.
We assume that the charity learns by fund-raising within a group, but this experience

does not translate into cost decreases in soliciting members of other groups.Thus, let

sipjq be the sequential cost of fund-raising the jth individual in group i. The fund-

raiser’s strategy is to choose the number of donors to be contacted from each group.

To focus the analysis on the fund-raiser side, we continue to assume that donors have

no uncertainty about the income profile in the population. Moreover, to simplify the

analysis, we consider identical homothetic preferences so that fpwq � αw for some

α P p0, 1q. Without loss of generality we rank groups according to their average

disposable incomes: Er rw1s � as1 ¥ ... ¥ Er rwms � asm . The fund-raiser’s equilibrium

strategy is stated in Proposition 9.

Proposition 8. Let group i1s cutoff be given by

ci � Er rwis � asi �
1� α

α

i̧

j�1

nj
�
pEr rwjs � Er rwisq � pasi � asjq

�

Then c1 ¥ c2 ¥ ... ¥ cn. Moreover, every member of group i is solicited iff c   ci

The fund-raiser optimally treats each group member as having mean disposable

income Er rwis � asi .It is intuitive, then, that the fund-raiser either contacts no mem-

bers of group i iff c ¥ ci or solicits all of them iff c   ci. Thus, group i’s cutoff

cost is interpreted as the average propensity of its members to pay for c. Note that
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an increase in the extent of learning economies within a group i, either due to the

presence of more members or to a higher speed of learning, augments the group’s

mean disposable income. Thus, group i is more likely to be solicited and any other

group less so.

We say that groups i and j merge if the fund-raiser knows ni and nj but is not

able to distinguish among members of these groups. (NY, 2012)

Consider the case in which the technology for fund-raising any given group is spjq

and two groups merge. We assume full learning spillovers within the merged group.

That is, the fund-raising cost function for this group is still spjq. One may think

that since the merger brings more potential for learning, the public good provision

increases. But this is not always the case. After a merger, available information

becomes coarser in the sense that the fund-raiser does not distinguish individuals in

the merged group. This effect potentially hurts the public good provision as shown

in the next Lemma:

Lemma 3. Suppose groups i is solicited and group j is not and they merge. If the

merged group ij is not solicited, i.e.,

Er rwijs � asij �
1� α

α

¸
tk�i,j:Er rwks¡Er rwijsu

nk
�
pEr rwks � Er rwiksq � pask � asijq

�
¤ c,

where Er rwijs and asij are respectively the mean income and average cost of the merged

group ij, then the public good provision after the merger diminishes

Lemma 3 makes explicit the tradeoff generated after a merger. On one hand,

learning increases, i.e., asij   asi , which makes cij increase with respect to ci. On the

other hand, coarser information hurts fund-raising in the sense that Er rwijs   Er rwis.
This effect makes cij fall below ci. If the latter effect is stronger, the merged group

ij is not fund-raised. Thus, members of group i, who were optimally fund-raised

before the merger, are no longer identified by the fund-raiser, learning spillovers do

not justify the inclusion of members of the merger group in the solicitation set. As

a result, the public good provision declines.
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Even though we consider homogeneous preferences in this work, this result triv-

ially extends to a setting in which donors may have different taste toward the public

good, αi.

Previous works, such as Andreoni (2013), examine the effect of diversity on the

public good provision from the donor’s side. The results of this section suggest that

a better understanding of this matter must include as well the fund-raiser’s response

given potential learning spillovers.

3.6.3 Decreasing Returns to Scale

In this section we consider a charity constrained by physical and human resources.

We envision fund-raising as an increasingly costly process. The next proposition

formalizes the fund-raiser’s solicitation strategy in this setting.

Proposition 9. Suppose sp1q ¤ sp2q ¤ sp3q.. ¤ spnq.Let φpGq � φpGq � G, and

donor i’s cost cutoff be given by

cip pwiq � pwi � Φp
i�1̧

j�1

p pwj � pwiq (3.6)

Then, c1 ¥ c2 ¥ ... ¥ cn, and F o � ti P N |c   ciu.

In general, as costs increase, the charity becomes more conservative soliciting

an additional subject, because of both the free-rider problem and the increase in

marginal cost. Furthermore, absent a learning motive, once a net free rider is iden-

tified, the solicitation process stops. Consequently, as in NY (2013), every solicited

individual is a net contributor in F o. Indeed, it is intuitive that as the charity ex-

periences more rapid diseconomies of scale, the fund-raiser set shrinks as well as

the public good provision. Moreover, the degree of excessive fund-raising tends to

diminish.

3.7 Conclusion

In this paper we extend the literature on charitable fund-raising by bringing to the

center of the analysis the role of solicitation technology in optimal fund-raising, which
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is characterized in terms of donors’ preference and incomes as well as solicitation

costs. We also define excessive fund-raising in a single charity environment with

respect to a setting in which the fund-raiser commits to minimum gift sizes.

We specially consider a charity which becomes a more efficient solicitor through

time. This fact is not innocuous in terms of optimal fund-raising and excessive

fund-raising. On the contrary, on one hand, it determines an investment in learning

incentive. For instance, some charities may launch a fund-drive even when initial do-

nations are not sufficient to cover initial costs. However, it is common knowledge that

the charity fund-raises more to achieve cost reductions, which ensures the charitable

good provision. On the other hand, excessive fund-raising worsens when we move

from a constant return to scale technology to a setting with learning by fund-raising.

Moreover, excessive fund-raising is non-monotonic in the rate of learning.

From a policy perspective, the introduction of government grants, either direct or

matching ones, could reinforce or counteract the advantages of learning. Our results

also suggest that some sort of commitment to alleviate the free-rider problem is more

valuable in environments where the fund-raiser learns on the job.

As an extension we work a setting in which the population is divided among

professional groups and the fund-raiser believes that each member of a given group

independently draws his income from a discrete distribution. Moreover, learning

takes place exclusively within each group. We find that moving to a less diverse

population by merging groups may hurt public good provision, despite full learning

spillovers within merged groups. Thus, diversity may actually be beneficial for the

fund-raiser.

For future work, it may be interesting to consider how experience generates wage

premiums in the market for fund-raisers. On one hand, a more experienced fund-

raiser is highly demanded since she rises the public good provision, but on the other

hand, a higher wage increases fund-raising costs, thus dampening the charitable good.

It would also be interesting to address in a formal model the divergence of ob-

jectives between a charity and a fund-raiser. The charity’s objective is to maximize

current level of the public good. However, given a high demand for experienced
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fund-raisers, they may over-solicit to learn more. This sort of reasoning may justify

why fund-raisers are paid a fixed wage regardless of the level of funds they raise.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 2

This appendix contains the proofs of Lemmas 1, 2 and Propositions 1, 3 and 5.

The remaining proofs as well as the formal details of the extensions are relegated

to an online appendix. In what follows, ΦF pGq �
°
iPF pφipGq � Gq � G; FC � ti P

F |g�i pF q ¡ 0u; and F�i � F ztiu. For Lemma 1, we first prove Lemma A1.

Lemma A.1. If G
�
pF q ¡ 0, then ΦFC pG

�
pF qq �

°
iPFC

wi�CpF q and ΦF pG
�
pF qq ¥°

iPF wi � CpF q.

Proof. Suppose G
�
pF q ¡ 0. If i P FC , then φipG

�
pF qq � wi � G�

�ipF q � CpF q.

Summing over all i P FC , and arranging terms yield ΦFC pG
�
pF qq �

°
iPFC

wi�CpF q.

Moreover, since φi pG
�
pF qq �G

�
pF q ¥ wi for any i P F zFC , summing over all i P F

yields ΦF pG
�
pF qq ¥

°
iPF wi � CpF q, as desired.

Proof of Lemma 1. (ùñ): Let F o be the unique optimal fund-raiser set. Suppose

that i P F o but, contrary to C1, g�i pF
oq ¤ ci . Since F o � ∅, clearly G

�
pF oq ¡

0. Next, we show that F o � F o
C . Since F o

C � F o by definition, we only show

that F o � F o
C . Suppose not. Then, j P F o but j R F o

C for some j. That
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is, person j is contacted even though g�j pF
oq � 0. Then, Lemma A1 reveals that

ΦF oC
pG

�
pF oqq  

°
iPF oC

wi � pCpF oq � cjq ¤ ΦF oC
pG�pF o

Cq � CpF o
�jqq. Since Φ1

F oC
¡ 0,

we have G�pF o
Cq � CpF o

�jq ¡ G
�
pF oq. Given this, note that if i R F o

C under cost

CpF oq, then i R F o
C under cost CpF o

�jq. Thus, F o
�j,C � F o

C , which implies G
�
pF o

�jq �

G�pF o
Cq � CpF o

�jq, and in turn, G
�
pF o

�jq ¡ G
�
pF oq, contradicting the optimality of

F o. Hence, F o � F o
C .

Now, recall our hypothesis that i P F o and g�i pF
oq ¤ ci . We also know that

g�i pF
oq ¡ 0, and thus φipG

�
pF oqq � G

�
pF oq � wi � g�i pF

oq. Inserting this into the

equilibrium condition in Lemma A1: ΦF opG
�
pF oqq �

°
jPF o wj � CpF oq, we obtain

ΦF o�i
pG

�
pF oqq �

¸
jPF o�i

wj � CpF oq � g�i pF
oq

�
¸

jPF o�i
pwj � cjq � pci � g�i pF

oqq

¤
¸

jPF o�i
pwj � cjq

¤ ΦF o�i
p G

�
pF o

�iqq,

where the last inequality is due to Lemma A1. Then, given that Φ1
F o�i

¡ 0, we

have G
�
pF oq ¤ G

�
pF o

�iq. But, this contradicts the optimality of F o either because

G
�
pF oq   G

�
pF o

�iq, or because G
�
pF oq � G

�
pF o

�iq and CpF oq ¡ CpF o
�iq. As a result,

g�i pF
oq ¡ ci.

To prove that F o must also satisfy C2, suppose, by way of contradiction, that

individual i is not in F o, but that if added to F o, i’s contribution would sat-

isfy g�i pF
o Y tiuq � ci ¡ 0. To economize on notation, let F o Y tiu � F� and

F�
C,�i � F�

C z tiu. By definition, F�
C,�i � F o. Moreover, since ci ¡ 0, we have

g�i pF
�q ¡ 0, which means that φipG

�
pF�qq � G

�
pF�q � wi � g�i pF

�q. Inserting

this into the equilibrium condition, ΦF�C
pG

�
pF�qq �

°
jPF�C

wj � CpF�q, we obtain
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ΦF�C,�i
pG

�
pF�qq �

°
jPF�C,�i

wj � CpF oq � pg�i pF
�q � ciq. If F�

C,�i � F o, then

ΦF opG
�
pF�qq �

¸
jPF o

wj�CpF
oq�pg�i pF

�q�ciq ¡
¸

jPF o
wj�CpF

oq � ΦF opG
�
pF oqq,

where the last equality follows because F o � F o
C . But, given that Φ1

F o ¡ 0, we then

have G
�
pF�q ¡ G

�
pF oq, which contradicts the optimality of F o.

If F�
C,�i � F o, or equivalently F�

C,�i � F o, then, by definition of ΦF o ,

ΦF opG
�
pF�qq � ΦF�C,�i

pG
�
pF�qq �

¸
jPF ozF�C,�i

pφjpG
�
pF�qq �G

�
pF�qq.

Since ΦF�C,�i
pG

�
pF�qq �

°
jPF�C,�i

wj � CpF oq � pg�i pF
�q � ciq and φjpG

�
pF�qq �

G
�
pF�q ¥ wj (because j P F ozF�

C,�i and thus a free-rider in the set F�), it follows

that

ΦF opG
�
pF�qq ¥

¸
jPF o

wj � CpF oq � pg�i pF
�q � ciq ¡

¸
jPF o

wj � CpF oq.

Note again that
°
jPF o wj � CpF oq � ΦF opG

�
pF oqq because F o � F o

C . This implies

that ΦF opG
�
pF�qq ¡ ΦF opG

�
pF oqq, which, in turn, implies that G

�
pF�q ¡ G

�
pF oq,

contradicting the optimality of F o. As a result, i is in F o, which means F o also

satisfies C2.

(ðù): We prove the uniqueness of the equilibrium fund-raiser set. Suppose, on

the contrary, that there are two distinct sets F and F 1 each satisfying C1 and C2.

Note that F � F 1 or F 1 � F cannot be the case: otherwise, either C1 or C2 would

be violated for at least one set. Next, take any i such that i P F 1 but i R F . By C2,

i would be a net free-rider in F Y tiu � F�, i.e, g�i pF
�q � ci ¤ 0, which implies that

G0
i ¤ G�

�ipF
�q � CpF q. Therefore,

G0
i � fipwi � ci �G0

i q ¤ fipwi � ci �G�
�ipF

�q � CpF qq ¤ G
�
pF�q.
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Note also that G
�
pF�q ¤ G

�
pF q because, by the first part, removing a net free-rider

increases the equilibrium public good. Together, G0
i ¤ G

�
pF q. In addition, since i is

a net contributor in F 1 by C1, i.e., g�i pF
1q � ci ¡ 0, we have G0

i ¡ G�
�ipF

1q � CpF 1
�iq

and thus,

G0
i � fipwi � ci �G0

i q ¡ fipwi � ci �G�
�ipF

1q � CpF 1
�iqq � G

�
pF 1q,

implying that G0
i ¡ G

�
pF 1q. Together, the two inequalities reveal that G

�
pF q ¥

G0
i ¡ G

�
pF 1q, which, in turn, reveals G

�
pF q ¡ G

�
pF 1q. But, a symmetric argument

shows that G
�
pF q   G

�
pF 1q, yielding a contradiction. Hence, F � F 1.

Proof of Proposition 1. We first claim that if G
�
pF q ¡ 0 for some F , then g�i pF q �

ci ¡ 0 if and only if G0
i ¡ G

�
pF q. Note that φipG

�
pF qq � G

�
pF q � wi � g�i pF q,

or equivalently φipG
�
pF qq � G

�
pF q � pwi � ciq � pg�i pF q � ciq if g�i pF q ¡ 0; and

φipG
�
pF qq �G

�
pF q ¥ wi if g�i pF q � 0. Since φipG

0
i q �G0

i � wi � ci by eq.(2.2), and

φ1i ¡ 1, the claim follows.

Next, for G0
i ¥ G0

i�1, it easily follows that ∆i ¥ ∆i�1 and ∆1 � G0
1 ¡ 0. Let k P N

be the largest index with ∆k ¡ 0. Since Φkp0q � 0, Φ1
k ¡ 0, and

°k
j�1pwj � cjq ¡ 0,

there is a unique solution, G
�
� Φ�1

k p
°k
j�1pwj� cjqq ¡ 0 to ΦkpG

�
q �

°k
j�1pwj� cjq.

G
�

is an equilibrium because
°k
j�1 cj �G

�
�i ¤

°k
j�1 cj �

°k
j�i cj � ci, and ci   pCi by

assumption. Moreover, each i � 1, ..., k is a net contributor because G0
i ¡ G

�
, and

thus must be solicited by Lemma 1. By the same token, each i � k � 1, k � 2, .., n

is a net free rider because G0
i ¤ G

�
, and thus must be left outside the fundraiser

set.

Proof of Lemma 2. From Proposition 1, define- r∆ipcq � ΦipG
0
i pcqq �

°i
j�1wj � ic

such that i P F o if and only if r∆ipcq ¡ 0. Substituting for φi � φ, it follows that

r∆1
ipcq � �1{rφ1pG0

i q � 1s   0 since φ1 ¡ 1. Hence, i P F o if and only if c   ci, where
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r∆ipciq � 0. Simplifying terms, ci solves: irφpG0
i q � G0

i s � G0
i �

°i
j�1wj � ic � 0.

Since φpG0
i q �G

0
i � wi� c from (2.2), we have G0

i pciq �
°i
j�1pwj �wiq. In addition,

given that φpGq � φpGq�G, we also have φpG0
i pciqq � wi� ci � φ

�°i
j�1pwj � wiq

	
,

which reduces to

ci � wi � φp
i̧

j�1

pwj � wiqq.

To prove the last part, note from (2.2) that ci � ci�1 � wi �wi�1 � φp
°i�1
j�1pwj �

wi�1qq � φp
°i
j�1pwj � wiqq. Since wi ¥ wi�1 and φ

1
¡ 0, it follows that ci ¥ ci�1, as

desired.

For Proposition 3, we first prove the following result.

Lemma A.2. Let ui � u and ci � c for all i P N . Moreover, let w1 � w2be

two income distributions such that w1 Lorenz dominates w2. Then, G
�1
¤ G

�2
. In

addition, G
�1
  G

�2
, if one of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) ∅ � F o1,

F o1 � F o2, and F o2 � N ; (2) F o2 � F o1 � N ; or (3) F o1 � F o2.

Proof. Let |F o1| � m1 and |F o2| � m2. First, consider condition (1). Since,

Lm1pw1q   Lm2pw2q, it follows that Φm1pG
�1
q �

°m1

i�1pw
1
i � cq  

°m2

i�1pw
2
i � cq �

Φm1pG
�2

q, which implies that G
�1
  G

�2

. Next, assume condition (2), and by way of

contradiction, that G
�1
¥ G

�2
. Then,

°m1

i�1pw
1
i � cq � Φm1pG

�1
q ¥ Φm1pG

�2
q. More-

over, Φm1pG
�2
q ¥

°m2

i�1pw
2
i �cq�

°m1

i�m2�1pw
2
i �cq because individuals tm2 � 1, ...,m1u

are net free- riders under w2. Thus,
°m1

i�1pw
1
i � cq ¥

°m1

i�1pw
2
i � cq, or equivalently,

Lm1pw1q ¥ Lm1pw2q, which contradicts our hypothesis that w1 Lorenz dominates w2.

Thus, G
�1
  G

�2
.

Finally, consider condition (3). Let G
�2

m1 be the equilibrium level of the public

good if agents 1, ...,m1 constituted the whole economy under w2. Since individuals
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m1 � 1, ..,m2 are also contributors under w2, it follows that Φm2pG
�2

m1q  
°m1

i�1pw
2
i �

cq �
°m2

i�m1�1pφpG
02
i q � G02

i q �
°m2

i�1pw
2
i � cq � Φm2pG

�2
q. Then, G

�2

m1   G
�2

. Now,

assume, by way of contradiction, that G
�1
¥ G

�2
. It follows that

°m1

i�1pw
2
i � cq �

Φm1pG
�2

m1q   Φm1pG
�2
q ¤ Φm1pG

�1
q �

°m1

i�1pw
1
i � cq, which implies that Lm1pw1q ¡

Lm1pw2q, contradicting the Lorenz dominance hypothesis. Hence, G
�1
  G

�2
.

Proof of Proposition 3. Our hypothesis that Lipw
2q ¡ Lipw

1q for every i   n implies

that c2n   c1n and c21 ¡ c11. Next, c2n ¡ 0 since he is assumed a contributor for c � 0

in the standard model. Hence, for c P r0, c2nq all individuals are net contributors and

thus F o1 � F o2. Since Lnpw
2q � Lnpw

1q, this means that G
�1
� G

�2
. For c P rc2n, c

2
1q,

we clearly have one of the three conditions in Lemma A2 satisfied, implying that

G
�1
  G

�2
. Finally, for c ¥ c21, no fund-raising takes place and so G

�1
� G

�2
� 0,

completing the proof.

Proof of Proposition 5. . Suppose G0
1 ¡ G0

2 ¡ ... ¡ G0
n ¡ 0. Note first that the

order of types is preserved under replicas since G0
i depends only on pui, wi, ciq. In an

r�replica economy, define ∆i � ∆iprq �
°i
j�1 rpφjpG

0
i q�G

0
i q�G

0
i �

°i
j�1 rpwj�cjq,

or re-arranging terms,

∆iprq � G0
i � r

i̧

j�1

�
pwj � cjq � pφjpG

0
i q �G0

i q
�
. (A.1)

Since G0
j ¡ G0

i by our indexing, and φ1j ¡ 1 by strict normality, it follows that

wj � cj ¡ φjpG
0
i q � G0

i for every j   i. Moreover, since wi � ci � φipG
0
i q � G0

i by

definition of G0
i , eq.(A.1) implies that for i ¡ 1, ∆iprq is strictly decreasing in r,

whereas ∆1prq � G0
1, which is independent of r.

To prove part (a), observe that since ∆1prq � G0
1 ¡ 0 for any r, type-1 donors

are always solicited. Consider i ¡ 1. Note that ∆ip1q ¤ 0 implies that ∆iprq ¤ 0

for any r ¥ 1. If, on the other hand, ∆ip1q ¡ 0, then there exists ri   8 such that
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∆ipriq ¤ 0 . This means ∆iprq   0 for r ¥ ri. Moreover, given that ∆iprq ¡ ∆i�1prq,

it follows that ri�1 ¤ ri for i ¡ 1. Thus, type�i donors are not solicited in a replica

economy with r ¥ ri for i ¡ 1.

To prove part (b), note that as r Ñ 8, only type-1 will be asked for donations

by part (a). Note also that given the symmetry within the limiting group, the

equilibrium must be symmetric. Since G0
1 ¡ 0, it follows that G

�
¡ 0 and G

�
  G0

1;

otherwise G
�
¥ G0

1 would imply no contribution, yielding a contradiction. The

symmetric equilibrium means that each type-1 donor is a net contributor, which

means that G
�

is monotonically converging to G0
1. Since G0

1 is a finite level, we must

have g�1 Ñ c1; otherwise, if, in the limit, g�1 � c1 ¡ 0, then G
�
Ñ 8, making everyone

contribute nothing, a contradiction.
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Appendix B

Appendix Chapter 3

Proof of Proposition 1. Fix an arbitrary fund-raiser set, F � ∅, whose total fund-

raising cost is CpF q ¡ 0. Suppose CpF q ¡ maxiPF pCi. Then, individual i’s best

response to G�
�jpF q � 0 is g�i pF q � 0. Thus, the zero-contribution profile is an

equilibrium, resulting in G
�
pF q � 0.

Consider the optimal fund-raiser set, F o. Clearly, G
�
pF oq ¡ 0 implies that some

agents have been contacted, and thus F o � ∅. Conversely, suppose that in equilib-

rium, F o � ∅, but G
�
pF oq � 0. Then, since CpF oq ¡ 0, the charity has a strict

incentive to choose F � ∅ and incur no cost. Hence, G
�
pF oq ¡ 0.

Proof of Observation 1. By closely following Andreoni (1988), equilibrium contribu-

tions in any subgame F can be characterized as

g�i pF q � c � pwi � cq � w�pF q (B.1)

where w�pF q � φpG
�
pF qq � G

�
pF qq and φ � f�1. Moreover, gipF

oq � c ¡ 0 for

every i P F o.Otherwise, the fund-raiser may save on costs, which contradicts the

optimality of F o. Suppose the optimal strategy is to fund-raise k individuals. Then
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CpF oq �
°k
j�1 ci. Note that if k � 1 the result trivially follows since f 1p.q ¡ 0

and w1 � c1 ¡ wj � cj for any j ¡ 1. Next, consider the case in which the first i

individuals are included in the set, where i   k. Denote G
�
pF�lq � G

�
pF Ytluq Note

that by including any individual l   i such that g�l ¡ 0, by (B.1), it follows that

every individual j ¤ i is also a contributor. Moreover, G
�
pF�lq solves

ppi� 1qpφpG
�
pF�lq �G

�
pF�lqq �G

�
pF�lqq �

i̧

j�1

pwi � ciq �
i�1̧

j�1

spjq

� wl � cl

Thus, G
�
pF�pi�1qq ¥ G

�
pF�lq for any l ¥ i � 1, since wi�1 � ci�1 ¥ wl � cl and

φ1 ¡ 0.

Definition B.1. Let G0
i pcq be the “drop-out” level of the public good for person i

under net income w� c, which uniquely solves fpwi� c�G
0
i q � G0

i . By convention

G0
i pcq � 0 whenever wi � c ¤ 0.

Lemma B.1. If G
�
pFiq ¡ 0 for some Fi, then g�i pFiq � cpiq ¡ 0 if and only if

G0
i pcpiqq ¡ G

�
pFiq

Proof. Following closely Lemma 1 in NY(2013), note that φipG
�
pFiqq�G

�
pFiq � wi�

g�i pF q, or equivalently φipG
�
pFiqq�G

�
pFiq � pwi�cpiqq�pg

�
i pFiq�cpiqq if g�i pFiq ¡ 0;

and φipG
�
pFiqq�G

�
pFiq ¥ wi if g�i pFiq � 0. Since φipG

0
i pcpiqqq�G

0
i pcpiqq � wi�cpiq,

and φ1i ¡ 1, the Lemma follows.

Corollary B.1. If G
�
pFiq ¡ 0 for some Fi, then g�i pFiq � cpiq ¡ 0 if and only if

∆ipcpiqq ¡ 0.

Proof. This follows from Lemma B.1. and Andreoni and McGuire (1993).
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Definition B.2. Let ΦipGq �
°i
j�1pφpGq �Gq �G, where φ � f�1 and Φ1

ipGq ¡ 0.

Define ∆ipcpiqq � ΦipG
0
i pcpiqqq �

°i
j�1pwj � cpjqq

Proof of Lemma 1. This proof follows closely NY(2013). Define ci the value of c

making ∆ipcpiqq � 0. Simplifying terms, ci solves:

irφpG0
i pcpiqqq �G0

i pcpiqqs �G0
i pcpiqq �

i̧

j�1

pwj � spjqq � ic � 0.

Since φpG0
i pcpiqqq �G0

i pcpiqq � wi � spiq � c, from the equation above, we have

G0
i pci � spiqq �

i̧

j�1

rpwj � wiq � pspiq � spjqqs .

In addition, given that φpGq � φpGq � G, we also have φpG0
i pci � spiqqq � wi �

spiq � ci � φ
�°i

j�1 rpwj � wiq � pspiq � spjqqs
	

, which reduces to

ci � wi � spiq � φp
i̧

j�1

rpwj � wiq � pspiq � spjqqsq.

Let pwi � wi � spiq. Then ci � pwi � φp
°i
j�1p pwj � pwiqq. Finally, notice that ∆i ¡ 0 iff

c   ci, then, by the previous corollary, the proposition follows.

Proof of Proposition 2. By noting that if G
�
pFiq ¡ 0 then it satisfies ΦipG

�
pFiqq �°i

j�1pwj � cpjqq and by Lemma B1, it follows that ∆ipwi � cpiqq ¡ 0 iff g�i pFiq �

cpiq ¡ 0. Consider first the case where i � 1. Take the lowest index indvidual

k ¥ i s.t. (i) ∆kpwk � cpkqq ¡ 0 and (ii)
°k
j�1pwj � cpjqq. Clearly G

�
pFkq ¡

G0
kpcpkqq ¡ 0 � G

�
ptHuq. Now consider i ¡ 1 and individuals 1, 2, .., i � 1 are

solicited. Take the lowest index indvidual k ¥ i s.t. ∆kpwk � cpkqq ¡ 0 Notice

that g�kpF
kq ¡ 0. Thus,G

�
pF kq ¡ 0. Note also that Φi�1pG

�
pF kqq �

°i�1
j�1pwj �

cpjqq �
°k
j�i

�
g�j pF

kq � cpjq
�
.Thus, G

�
pF kq ¡ G

�
pF i�1q iff

°k
j�i

�
g�j pF

kq � cpjq
�
¡ 0.
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Let w
1

j � c1pjq � wj � cpjq for j   i and w1
j � c

1
pjq � aw�cpikq for i ¤ j ¤ k.

This implies ∆ipw
1
i � c1piqq � ∆i�1pw

1
i�1 � c1pi � 1qq � .. � ∆kpw

1
k � c1pkqq. Thus

g�j pw
1
j, F

kq � c1pjq ¡ 0 for every j � i, i� 1, .., k.iff ∆ipaw�cpikqq ¡ 0. Note also that

¸
j � ik

�
g�j pw

1
j, F

kq � c1pjq
�
�

ķ

j�i

aw�cpikq �
i�1̧

j�1

pwi � cpiqq

�
i�1̧

j�1

�
g�j pw

1
j, F

kq � c1pjq
�

�
ķ

j�1

pwi � cpiqq �
i�1̧

j�1

�
g�j pwj, F

kq � cpjq
�

�
ķ

j�i

�
g�j pwj, F

kq � cpjq
�

The first equality above is valid since individuals i, i� 1, .., k are gross contributors,

under both income distributions. Thus, we obtain the result

G
�
pF kq ¡ G

�
pF i�1q iff

ķ

j�i

�
g�j pF

kq � cpjq
�
¡ 0 iff ∆ipaw�cpikqq ¡ 0.

Consider the case in which k ¡ i. Since there is no i ¤ l   k such that ∆lpaw�cpikqq ¡

0, then it is optimal to include i, i� 1, .., k in F o. Thus, by Lemma 1 the proposition

follows.

Proof of Proposition 3. (i) follows by noticing that cost cutoff for individuals i ¡ 1

are increasing in the setup cost and the fund-drive is launched for both fixed cost

levels under consideration. To prove (ii) by Let ΦF opsqpGq �
°
iPF opsqpφpGq � Gq �

G and k be the number of solicitations under F ops1q. Then, by using equilibrium
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conditions

ΦF ops1qpG
�
q �

¸
iPF ops1q

pwi � cq � s

¡
¸

F ops1q
pwi � cq � s1 � ΦF ops1qpG

�
pF ops1qqq

The inequality comes from s   s1. By strict normality, Φ1
F opsqp.q ¡ 0.Thus, G

�
¡

G
�
pF ops1q. Note that G

�
¤ G

�
pF opsqq, by a revealed preference argument. Thus,

G
�
pF opsqq ¡ G

�
pF ops1qq. Finally, note that g�i pF

ops1qq � wi�G
�
pF ops1qq�φipF

ops1qq.

Since G
�
pF opsqq ¡ G

�
pF ops1qq and φ1i ¡ 1, it follows that g�i pF

ops1qq ¡ g�i pF
opsqq for

every i P F ops1q. Thus, (iii) follows.

Proof of Proposition 4. Let Fi be donor i’s belief about the fund-raiser set when he is

contacted. Then, as stated in the text, Fi � F o if i P F o, and Fi � t1, 2, 3, .., iu if i R

F o. We will show that given the beliefs tFiuni�1, contacting j R F o is not a profitable

deviation for the fund-raiser. Let k be the lowest index individual being solicited

under F o.Thus, individual k � 1 provides the biggest gift among the individuals not

in F o . Let gok�1 be k�1’s contribution under the stated belief system. We first show

closely following NY(2103) that gok�1 ¤ cpk�1q. Suppose not. Upon being contacted,

person k � 1 would expect others’ gross contributions to be G�pF oq, resulting in

φk�1pG
�
pF oq � gok�1 � cpk � 1qq � pG

�
pF oq � gok�1 � ck�1q � wk�1 � gok�1. (B.2)

On the other hand, if the individuals in F o knew about the presence of k � 1 before

contributing, then,

φk�1pG
�
pFk�1qq �G

�
pFk�1q ¥ wk�1 � g�k�1pFk�1q. (B.3)

Suppose gok�1 ¡ cpk�1q.It would directly imply gok�1 ¡ g�k�1pFk�1q. Therefore, wk�1�

g�k�1pFk�1q ¡ wk�1�g
o
k�1. Then, since φ1k�1 ¡ 1, the two equations above reveal that
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G
�
pFk�1q ¡ G

�
pF oq � gok�1 � cpk � 1q. This contradicts G

�
pFk�1q ¤ G

�
pF oq. Thus,

gok�1 ¤ cpk � 1q.

Denote F
�tk�1u
k be the two stage game where in stage 1, individuals in Fk con-

tributes simultaneously believing that no person outside F is contacted and in stage

2, given total contributions in stage 1, individual k+1 decides on her gift.

Consider two cases:

(1) G
�
pFk�1q ¥ G

�
pF oq � gok�1pF

oq � cpk � 1q.By strict normality, this in turn

implies that

G
�
pF oq � gok�1pF

oq � cpk � 1q � gok�2pF
o�tk�1uq ¤ G

�
pFk�1q � gok�2pFk�1q (B.4)

Moreover, since g�k�2pFk�2q ¤ cpk � 2q, then by exactly following the same

argumentation as above, it implies gok�2pFk�1q ¤ cpk � 2q. Consequently

G
�
pFk�1q � gok�2pFk�1q � cpk � 2q ¤ G

�
pFk�1q ¤ G

�
pF oq (B.5)

Combining (B.4) and (B.5) and since CpFk�1q ¡ CpF oq, we obtain that the

fund-raiser is better off sticking to F o.

(2)G
�
pFk�1q   G

�
pF oq � gok�1pF

oq � cpk � 1q.

Again, g�k�2pFk�2q ¤ cpk�2q implies gok�2pFk�1q�cpk�2q ¤ 0. Moreover, by strict

normality gok�2pF
o�k�1q   gok�2pFk�1q. Thus, gok�2pF

o�k�1q   cpk � 2q.By recalling

that gok�1pF
oq � cpk � 1q ¤ 0 we get G

�
pF oq � gok�1pF

oq � cpk � 1q � gok�2pF
o�k�1q �

cpk � 2q   G
�
pF oq. Thus, the fund-raiser is better off sticking to F o. By inductively

applying this argument, the result follows.

Definition B.3. Let tipT�iq be the value of ti satisfying Upwi � tipT�iq, tipT�iq �

T�iq � Upwi, T�iq � 0

Denote G0
i p0q simply as G0

i .

Lemma B.2. . tipT�iq may be defined as pT pwi�T�i, T�i, wiq�T�i, where pT satisfies:
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1 pT pwi � T�i, T�i, wiq � T�i ¡ 0 for every T�i P r0, G
0
i q

2 pT pwi �G0
i , G

0
i , wiq � G0

i

3 pT1 ¡ 0, pT2   0, pT3   0

4 pT1 � pT3 ¡ 0

5 pT pwi � T�i, T�i, wiq ¡ fpwi � T�iq for every T�i P r0, G
0
i q

Proof. By quasiconcavity of the utility function tipT�iq ¡ gipT�iq. Therefore U1 ¡ U2.

Moreover, by quasiconcavity of the utility function

Uii   0 and U12 ¡ 0. Together, it implies Bti
dT�i

� U2pwi,T�iq�U2pwi�ti,T�i�tiq
U2pwi�ti,T�i�tiq�U1pwi�ti,T�i�tiq

  0.

By noting that xi�T � wi�T�i ,then the first term of pT captures the direct positive

effect of T�i on T , as in the classic public good model. The second term of pT captures

the negative effect of T�i on T through a higher outside option. The third term

captures the negative effect of wi on T through a higher outside option. Thus , (3)

follows. (4) follows by quasiconcavity of the utility function.

Let tsi satisfies Upwi � tsi , t
s
i q � Upwi, 0q. By quasiconcavity of the utility func-

tion, tsi ¡ 0. Moreover tsi � pT pwi, 0q ¡ fpwiq � gsi . Note that by definition of G0
i ,

Upwi, G
0
i q ¡ Upwi � gi, G

0
i � giq for any gi ¡ 0. Thus, p1q and p2q follows. Part p5q

follows from definition of pT and quasiconcavity of the utility function.

For the following lemmas and propositions we omit the third argument of pT ,knowing

that pT is increasing in wi, by Lemma B2.

Lemma B.3. . In the costless case, there exists a solution to the taxation problem

unique up to total taxation T �. Moreover, the solution is unique up to individual

taxation if 0   pT1 � pT2   1
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Proof. Existence follows directly from Brower’s fixed point . Uniqueness when 0  

pT1 � pT2   1 and pT pwi, 0q   G0
i follows from a standard contraction mapping argu-

ment, the same used in the voluntary contribution literature (Cornes and Sandler

1998). However, there is an additional point to be stressed here. Since pT pwi, 0q may

be greater than G0
i in this framework, it may happen that the optimal solution entails

taxing just one individual. Thus, if individuals are ex-ante identical, the fund-raiser

is indifferent with regard to whom to tax. This generates multiplicity.

Lemma B.4. Suppose that under costless fund-raising, dti
dT�i

  �1, then, facing a

total cost C, more individual(s) are contacted if G0
2 ¡ t1p0q � C. If that is the case,

then, they partially recover the cost,i.e.,
°
i¡1 t

�
i   C. Moreover,

dt�1
dT��1

¡ 0 . If more

than two individuals are solicited, then
dt�i
dT��i

¡ 0 for every i ¡ 1 s.t. t�i ¡ 0

Proof. Since in a costless economy t�1 ¡ G0
1 then, it also follows that t�1 ¡ G0

1 for

i ¡ 1. Thus, once we introduce a total cost C, it must be the case that
°
i¡1 t

�
i   C

. Otherwise, more charitable good could be obtained by increasing individual 1’s gift

size, since dti
dT�i

  �1 in a costless economy. Note that
°
i¡1 t

�
i   C implies t�11 ¡ 0.

Then, if the optimal set is t1, 2u , it must be the case that t�2   0.Moreover, note

that if the fund-raiser receive gifts from more than two individuals, for 2 ¤ i   j

such that t�i , t
�
j ¡ 0 it must be the case that t�1i , t

�1
j ¡ 0. That is, all individuals are

pivotal. Suppose not, let t�1i   0, i.e., T�i � C ¡ 0 for some i ¡ 1, then by reducing

j1s gift size by one unit, the fund-raiser is enable to rise individual i1s threshold gift

by more than one unit, which constitutes a profitable deviation. Contradiction.

Proof of Observation 3. Consider first the case in which dti
dT�i

¡ �1 for C � 0,i.e.,

0   pT1 � pT2   1. We show that t�i ¡ t�i�1. By way of contradiction suppose t�i�1 ¡ t�i .

Note that there exists an inverse function pφpT �
, wiq such that pφ1 ¡ 0 and pφ2   0

such that
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t�i � T
�
� pφpT �

, wiq   t�i�1 � T
�
� pφpT �

, wi�1q. Since pφ2   0, it implies wi   wi�1.

Now consider dti
dT�i

  �1 when C � 0,i.e., pT1 � pT2   0. Clearly individual 1 is

solicited since she is the one providing the greatest stand-alone value. On the other

hand, if the optimal solution entails 2 solicitations, then individual 2 is the other one

being solicited since pT pw2 � t, tq ¡ pT pwi � t, tq for any i ¡ 2 and t ¡ 0 . If 3 or more

solicitations are made t�1i ¡ 0 for every i s.t. t�i ¡ 0. Thus, pT1 � pT2 � pT1 ¡ 0 at

T
�

and the inverse function argument given above also applies here. Finally, if some

individual provides a gift y�i ¡ t�i , then by quasiconcavity of the utility function there

exists t1i ¡ y�i such that Upxi� t1i, t
1
i � T �

�i � Cq � Upwi,max
 
T �
�i � C, 0

(
q, which

contradicts the optimality of t�i .

Proof of Observation 4. Note that tg�i u
|F i|
i�1 is a feasible solution. Also note that

Upw1 � g�1 , g
�
1 �G�

�1 �Cq ¡ Upw1, G
�
�1 �Cq Therefore, since Upq is quasiconcave in

their arguments it follows that g�1   t1pG
�
�1q. Hence,by fixing t1pG

�
�1q we have G�  

t1pG
�
�1q�G�1pt1q., where the inequality comes from strict normality. Note also that

the RHS of the previous inequality is still a feasible solution of the taxation problem

since G�1pt1q   G�
�1.Thus,Upw1�t1, t1�G�1pt1qq ¡ Upw1, G�1pt1qq Hence, we found

a deviation from G� where more public good is generated. Thus, G�   T �.

Proof of Observation 5. If F � � t1, 2u then trivially, there is excessive fund-raising.

Consider then |F �| ¥ 3. We know from Lemma A4, that in this case every individual

is pivotal,i.e., dti
dT�i

¡ 0. Thus, g�i pF
�q   t�i pF

�q for every i P F �.Thus if G
�
pF �q ¡ 0,

individuals are also pivotal under voluntary contributions. Therefore, F � � F o.

On the other hand, if G
�
pF �q � 0, then F � � F o. Thus, there is excessive fund-

raising.

Lemma B.5. (Voluntary contributions) For every i ¡ 2 :cipδ � 0q   cipδ � sq.

Moreover,for any: δ2 ¡ δ1 (i)cipδ
1q   cipδ

2q for 0 ¤ δ1, δ2   s
i�1

and (ii) cipδ
1q ¥ cipδ

2q
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for s
i�1

  δ1, δ2 ¤ s

Proof. Note that

cipsq � wi � Φp
i�1̧

j�1

rpwj � wiq � ss ¡ cip0q

� wi � s� Φp
i�1̧

j�1

rpwj � wiqs ,

establishing the first part of the Lemma. Moreover,

cipδq � wi � s� δpi� 1q � Φp
i�1̧

j�1

�
pwj � wiq � δpi� 1q

i

2

�

for 0 ¤ δ   s
i�1

. Thus, Bcipδq
dδ

� i � 1 � Φ1p.qpi � 1q i
2
¡ 0. On the other hand for

s
i�1

¤ δ ¤ s, note that cpδq � wi�Φp
°i�1
j�1 rpwj � wiq � pmax tpi� 1qδ, su � ss . Thus,

Bcipδq
dδ

� �Φ1p.q
�
pk�1qk

2

�
  0 where k is the highest index individual with pk�1qδ   s.
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.

Lemma B.6. For any δ1, δ2 such that δ1   δ2 it must follow that F �pδ2q � F �pδ1q

Proof. Consider first the benchmark with constant marginal cost. Note that if t1p0q�

c� s ¥ G0
2, then, it follows that the optimal fund-raising strategy in the benchmark

consists in soliciting exclusively individual 1. Moreover, this strategy is fixed for any

learning rate. On the other hand, consider |F �| ¥ 3. By Lemma B4 we know that if

an individual i ¥ 3 is solicited, then she must be pivotal. Note that an increase in

δ lowers CpF �q. Therefore, if individual i ¡ |F �| was not necessary to cover CpF �q

before the δ�increase, it would not be contacted once δ increases. Thus, for any

δ1, δ2 such that δ1   δ2 it must follow that F �pδ2q � F �pδ1q.
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Proof of Proposition 6. Consider the voluntary case.By LemmaB4, :cip0q   cipδlq for

any 0   δl ¤ s.Thus, F op0q � F opδlq. By this result and Lemma A6, the proposition

folllows.

Proof of Proposition 7. We first show that fund-raising in the pure voluntary con-

tribution case is potentially non-monotonic in δ, consider a case in which |N | ¡ 2.

Let i be the lowest index in the set. Fix w1, w2, ., wi�1 such that, piqwj ¥ wj�1 � s

for every j   i, i.e., cutoff costs are monotonically decreasing, piiq c   ci�1p0q,i.e.,

every j   i is a net contributor for any 0 ¤ δ ¤ s , Note that there exists wi ¡ 0

such that cipwi , sq � c, or, equivalently wi � s � φp
°i�1
j�1pwj � wiq � sq � 0.This

follows from cipwi�1 , sq ¡ c, Bcipw ,sq
dw

� 1 � φ
1
pi � 1q. On the other hand, let wi ¡ 0

solves cpwi,
s

pi�1q
q � c.That is, wi � s � φp

°i�1
j�1

�
pwj � wiq �

i
2
s
�
q ¡ 0.Since cip.q is

increasing in i,it follows that wi ¡ wi. Pick any wi ¥ wi ¡ wi. Then:

cip0q   cipsq ¤ s   cip
s

i� 1
q (B.6)

Thus, given that every j   i is in F 0 for any δ,by piiq and from (B.6) it follows that

F op0q � F opsq � F op s
i�1
q.

By this result and Lemma B6, it follows then that excessive fund-raising is po-

tentially non- monotonic in δ.

Proof of Lemma 2. An example works. Consider N � t1, 2, 3u . Suppose w1 ¡ w2�c

and w2 ¡ w3 �c.Let w3 solves cpw3 , c� clq � c. That is,

w3 � φp
2̧

j�1

rpwj � w3q � pc� clqsq.
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Let w3 solves cpw3,
c�cl
2
q � c. That is,

w3 � φp
2̧

j�1

�
pwj � wiq �

3

2
pc� clq

�
q

Check that w1 and w2 are big enough such that w3 ¡ 0. Pick any w3 ¥ w3 ¡ w3.

Then, c3pw3, 0q   c3pw3, c � clq ¤ c   c3pw3,
c�cl
2
q. Now, let δ� solves c3pw3, δ

�q � c.

Let δh � δ� � ε, δl � δ�. So, F opδ � δhq � t1, 2u and F opδ � δlq � t1, 2, 3u . Then,

cp2, δhq � cp3, δlq � δh � 2ε ¡ 0 since δh ¡
c�cl
2
.

Proof of Proposition 9. In NY(2013) it is proven that without learning, either all

members of a given group are solicited or neither of them are. Once we introduce

learning, this result is reinforced in the sense that being j a member of group i, then

Er rwis � spjq   Er rwis � spj � 1q.

Thus, the cutoff cost of individual j�1 is higher than the cutoff cost of individual

j.By following the corollary of proposition 2, it, then, also follows that either all

members of a given group are solicited or neither of them are. Therefore, we can

redistribute income among members of group i such that each of them is allocated

with mean income Er rwis�asi . As in the proof of proposition 2, such a redistribution

is neutral. Thus, the result follows by applying proposition A1 in NY (2013).

Proof of Lemma 3. Notice that if group ij is not solicited, then no additional learning

is brought is generated by the fund-raiser strategy. On the other hand, since group i

was solicited before the merger, a revealed preference argument shows that a strictly

lower public good provision is expected after the merger.

Proof of Proposition 10. Notice that under decreasing returns to scale, the cost func-

tion is non-decreasing. Therefore, t pwiu is a non-increasing sequence. From (3.2) the

result follows.
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